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Letter from the Editor
We are in a time of transition and uncertainty.
This is true whether we are talking about college life in
general and what awaits us after graduation, the
renaming and restructuring of our university, or all of
the changes occurring under the current administration
of our government. We can get an education and
prepare for the future, but we cannot always predict
what lies ahead. That can be frightening.
Creative expression is one way in which we can
deal with the unknowns of the world. This issue of
Confluence was created to encourage such expression.
The poems, stories, and artistic images within these
pages are the voices of students, alumni, and faculty
members of IPFW. But more than that, they are the
voices of your fellow human beings facing the same
uncertainties that you are facing.
I consider it a privilege to be able to gather all
of these works into one publication. In this age of
information (and misinformation), it can be difficult to
get noticed through all of the noise. It is more important
than ever to support creative expression and give
everyone a chance to have their voices be heard.
—Joseph VanBuren
Confluence Fall 2017 Editor
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Time Capsule
ASHLEY BAUM

Wedged within the covers
was a story;
a block of time
preserved on
wrinkled
tear-stained
pages pressed
with dark ink
loops and scrip
penned on late nights.
Worn covers
broken bindings
held together
by priceless pieces
of memory.
Every time
she opened the past with
closed eyes
parted lips
her mind swept
away to a time
of what once was…
Fingers brushed
against the ink
she once bled
engulfed in the past.
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Love Letters circa 1948
SHANNON LIVENGOOD
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Spiritual Gifts Come in Contact with my Bones
ERIKA EISENMANN
I share my favorite book’s spine,
its length becoming the strength
of my sacrum vertebrae.
There is something female in the femoral head of my
hip,
the socket turning, a whirling dervish of a joint.
The psychology of the sacrum is that it keeps my hips
aligned with my back,
keeps my torso from twirling
when I stand upright.
My weeks spent with students who study the spine
tell me that there is more memorization
and less love for the joints.
Well, this kind of joint, anyway.
Sometimes I feel that a segment of mine is missing
or else too numb to function, even in writing.
There is less contact between my legs and my head.
It’s harder to walk up the stairs
when I can’t feel my patella.
Is the sacrum sacred,
keeping the body fitly joined together?
Am I any more important
than a piece of spine no one talks about?
Am I keeping the hips and the head together
as well as one should?
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My family would be fine without me, I’m sure.
My church doesn’t need me,
and my friends are self-sustaining.
The sacrum isn’t missed until the spine is floating,
on its own,
unable to tell the feet
to keep going.
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Caged
MARY ENCABO

No one
dares to enter her heart,
tightly guarded by an iron cage,
architected to last until the end of the age.
With every pain and every betrayal of trust,
pictures of people she once loved so dearly added
layers of locks, lashes to wounds – visible evidence
of the war between truth and lies that dig fresh graves
with each passing day. She stays in a room of explosives,
exclusive to a broken spirit, an easy victim of unforgiveness.
Nothing is new under the sun. Evil seems to have won.
At the feet of sorrow is a reckless reminder: fear is
an active weapon of the oppressor. In darkness,
she saw no smiles, only foolish disguise…
until someone brave walked in and
with words of freedom and
eyes of perfect love
opened her cage.
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A Day in the Life of the Dead
CURTIS NASH

Today is the day you will remember me.
I know this is my place.
My connection to it melds
and I watch. The things and worlds
around me spin and change. People
I don’t know whisper
unfamiliar words. They slip
in and out of my doors. Nobody answers
my begging questions. Nobody complains
when I push them. Sometimes I scream
and see a furrowed face that will not
look at me. Look at me.
Sometimes the new children giggle
when I tickle them. The ones
too young to speak look into my eyes
and coo at my grins. The faces change
through the decades, but every day
is like today. We splash in the puddles
from the rains of these long years
with naughty laughing leaps. But it ends.
They always leave. I cannot follow,
afraid to lose this burned flashpoint,
more acrid yesterday, a lot more
the day before, where I still feel you—
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where I still feel like home has not
been completely snuffed like a match
squeezed by wet fingertips. I know
this is the place I belong. Nobody here
remembers my name, but I still linger
tethered to my things and dreams.
Today is the day you will remember me.
You will smile at my loyalty. We will dance
and spin and whisper familiar words.
I will hear my name on the wind
through the window’s pane, and it will
begin any breathless moment.
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Eyes Wide
ELIJAH VANDINE
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A Gift
ALEC FUGATE
I sit Indian style on the kitchen’s hardwood
floor, sweaty palms clasped together so tight they
cramp if I don’t wring them occasionally. My back is
against the refrigerator, pinned with photographs of my
younger sister that replaced photographs of me. The ice
machine whirrs in what I assume is fate’s effort to only
entrance me more to the moving cardboard box only six
feet away. Night has already fallen. Six hours since the
last sign, the last inch the thing made in its progress
toward me.
Dawn takes a seat beside me, back from the
restroom.
“It’s still there?”
I turn to my left. My sister, in her bright pink
pajamas, is holding a bottle of water that she’s not been
drinking from for the entire time we’ve been curious
about this box; half the day, just after we both got home
from school.
“Yeah, hasn’t moved.”
“Neither have you, Jacob. Get up, stretch.”
“Why? Mom and Dad are on vacation, and this
probably won’t happen again. I need to be here.”
She doesn’t answer.
“You know, you can open that bottle and drink
what’s in it, if that’s what you’re wanting to do.”
“I’ll do that eventually.”
Then, slowly, almost too much so, the box
begins moving again. As it comes closer, weaving in
and out of the moonlight sinking through the windows,
I can make out a red bow on top of it. It’s a dirtier box
than I thought, stained with something black around the
corners, bent in places, brown tape peeling across its
12

top in curly strands. It looks like it’s traveled far to get
where it is.
I say: “Have you ever thought about the way
darkness affects an object’s reality? As that box moves
in and out of the moonlight, it disappears and reappears.
Into the dark, then the light. When it’s gone for those
few minutes, few seconds, maybe it doesn’t exist.
Maybe we’re imagining things. Maybe, hopefully,
when it’s finally past a strand of light, it’ll die.”
She rolls her eyes.
About three feet from us, a deep sound seeps
into my ears, like a low-flying plane. As it comes
closer, I stand up. My reflection seems to be recoiling
in the shine of the bow. I feel something in my gut,
something telling me that my wait has not been in vain.
Something sacred has arrived in this home.
“What do you think is in it?” Dawn asks,
standing as well.
“A problem solved.”
She squeezes my arm and walks out of the
kitchen.
The box thumps against my sock feet and stops
moving. The low note in my head is ringing loudly
enough so it muddles screaming from the hallway. Its
lips open gradually on their own. I bend down and
reach inside. It’s warm, wet, a little pool of something. I
let my hand soak inside of it as the level of liquid rises
to the very brim and then overflows all over the floor. A
dark red. An iron-like smell.
Something else too, a hard object. I pull it out
and very nearly weep, overjoyed.
An unopened bottle of water.
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Cheaper than Therapy
RACHEL GRIFFIN

I am the curly red tendrils falling over freckled
shoulders.
I am the smudged eyeliner in the yellow din of the rearview mirror.
I am the smell of sweet pea perfume and sweat on a hot
autumn day.
I am the coffee/tea/juice stained teeth grinning from the
dimples
(at a joke that only I thought was funny).
I am the sound of muffled crying from the room down
the hall
and the hazel eye peering through the blinds waiting for
the car that might never come.
I am the Morrissey cassette tape stuck in my Buick
Century and the chorus of "There is a Light that Never
Goes Out".
I am a fleshy container of a waning faith and a growing
fear.
I am the holder of my grandmother's shaky hands and
the reckless driver.
I am the soother and the invoker.
I am the only child, the best friend, the one.
I am blurring my lines with a licked index finger to try
to make sense of it all.
I am a prism, bending words as I go and a black hole of
ideas that will never see the light.
I am the too pale skin and the protruding cyan veins.
I am the archetypal manic pixie dream girl:
the girlfriend his parents dreaded.
I am a hopeful case of anxiety.
I am a slim fat person.
I am a mixed bag, a loose cannon, a basket case.
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I am the nights I spent in hospitals.
I am the mornings I spent in churches.
I am ten minutes late.
I am sorry.
I am the lump in my throat and the pit (and the
butterflies) in my stomach.
I am more than a series of chemical reactions and
carbon and oxygen and hydrogen.
I am a soul and a seeker of truth and a restless,
deathless spirit.
I am in love and insane and inspired.
I am grateful to you, them and Him.
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Love Poem for G
LAUREN SHANK

The Night is the breath of a sharp-tongued lie,
dripping in piss and vomit and whiskey,
longing to be told
The Night is the breath of a stone-faced lover,
earnest in touch and softly-spoken,
longing to be old
A night like Tonight there’s gold under these bricks,
I seen ‘em reflectin’ in the puddles and in the windows
and in your eyes
A night like Tonight you are carnivorous with
excitement,
and I am afraid
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Gray Knight
KRYSTAL BENDELE
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Picking Cotton
MERRIL THOMPSON
“The paper, also known as the substrate,
is a special blend of 75% cotton and
25% linen to give it the proper feel.”
It’s just paper, cotton and little metal objects;
working eight hours a day just to stay alive;
picking cotton to make the influential products.
It takes years off your life for these constructs,
just keep on working away for the collective hive;
and earn all of your paper, cotton and tiny metal
objects.
Oh and look out for those who would create such
misconducts,
We’ll toss them in the mines; give them less light to
thrive,
mining their lives away for unnecessary products.
Maintained by corporate training byproducts,
The masses controlled by a ravenous drive;
hungry for paper, cotton and those small metal objects.
In the jungles the tribes are enforced by corporate
conducts,
ripping trees from their roots for this powerful drive.
The lumberjacks mow it all down for these pointless
products.
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Manipulative notions and the invisible objects
of credits and debits controlling our lives.
You need the paper, the cotton, and the round metal
objects;
the world needs more slaves to make our masters more
products.
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DMZ
SO-YOUNG AHN
On the border between two countries there is a tight
lipped
line of forest 4 kilometers wide,
but the crevice seems too deep.
You fled to here from over there
as if expelled from Eden
to vicious nature, red in tooth and claw.
You are motherless son, armyless soldier, nationless
person,
history book soaked red and left on the ground,
dry dust calmly covering its pages.
No one saw the book, they just drove away
happy that finally a comma was written into the war.
Now the line still stands quietly on the border,
bright green burst, and blossom, then disappears,
inhibited woodland seen only be from a distance.
Wind from the North brushes the hair of the tree beside
you,
the howl of creatures can be heard from both sides
but oh so far away, never to be reached in your life.
Now the city you moved to
has worn itself into exhaustion, grey as it can be,
and so are you, your visions blurring, your memories
fading.
Yet the blood stained hands are vivid as ever.
For now, you say goodbye to the DMZ only a two hour
trip
rest your frazzled eyes, hoping to wake up
from this bizarre dream
to your home in the North.
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Girl in Garden
HAYLEY MOORE
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Anna through the Well
REBECCA SIPPEL

Books excited me. I liked movement and
adventure, and while others were unable to find these
sweet attributes between the pages of books, the ink
stained pages seemed to be the only place where I
could.
The long grass rolled in the wind as my sister,
Scarlett, and I sat atop a small hill. I flipped through the
pages of my novels while my sister scrolled through
various social media platforms. This had become our
Sunday routine.
Before our parents passed away, they had
always insisted we spend the day as a family. Despite
everything that had changed over the past year, it was
one tradition we could never bring ourselves to break.
One
Two
Three
Four
We adventured alongside one another in
completely different worlds.
The sun jumped up in the sky. Wasn’t it just
peeking out from behind the hills a moment ago? Time
was passing much too quickly. As if the seconds were
rioting against me, pushing fast forward on my
monotonous life. As though my days were not
interesting enough to be experienced in real-time.
"It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks
were striking thirteen." 1984, George Orwell
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I turned my emerald eyes away from my book,
attempting to take in a world which was not described
to me through words on pages.
Cotton candy floated overhead, taking shapes of
bunnies, and boats, and…
A girl?
Running out of the woods!
I nudged Scarlett, who was shamelessly
engulfed in editing her profile picture. She couldn’t be
bothered.
A blur of blue silk and chocolate curls ran from
the woods to the coverage behind a tree no more than
ten feet away from where I was sitting.
I prodded my sister as the mysterious girl peered
out from behind the majestic oak.
“Isaac, I’m busy,” Scarlet swatted my hand
away, keeping her eyes glued to the screen.
Why are you hiding? the girl asked from behind
the tree.
“I am not hiding,” I objected. “You are the one
behind the tree.”
Not from where I am standing, the girl replied.
“You don’t make much sense, do you?”
Sanity is one of the craziest things I have never
experienced, the girl smirked.
"It is sometimes an appropriate response to reality
to go insane." Vali, Philip K. Dick
She looked as though she had spent her whole
life in the forest. Her blue, silk dress hung in tatters
around her petite frame, and her skin tone was nearly
impossible to see as her face was covered in dirt.
The girl looked back at me, the stark opposite of
herself, dressed in a white button-down shirt with my
honey-colored hair combed neatly to the right side.
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“What were you doing in the woods?” I asked,
“Are you lost?”
I am not lost, the girl laughed, I do not exist. I
am going back to a place where I do.
She waited for me to respond, but I only sat
there on the hill with my eyebrows knitted closely
together and a slight frown tugging at my lips. I was
never very good at talking to girls. Or anyone for that
matter.
Would you like to come? asked the girl. You
will not exist where I am going, but I don’t see how that
matters.
I looked over at Scarlett, incredulous to the fact
that she did not even look up out of curiosity to see the
strange girl from the woods I was talking to.
“I cannot just get up and leave, and why would I
want to go to a place where I do not exist?”
You go to places like that all the time from the
looks of it, said the girl, glancing over at my pile of
books.
I shrugged. Following this girl could be just the
sort of adventure I had been looking for. One where I
could be the main character, bravely following where
adventure led me. But I was not that kind of person. As
much as I wished I was.
You are going to wish you had, said the girl.
“What do you mean?”
Looking back, you are going to wish you had
jumped.
The girl was a riddle who spoke in riddles I
could not figure out.
“I can’t go,” I said, looking down at my shiny,
leather loafers. Coward.
Well, all right, said the girl, but will you at least
help me rescue my rabbit? She seems to have fallen
down the well.
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“If your rabbit fell all the way down a well I
don’t think I am going to be able…” the girl’s large
blue eyes stopped me dead in my tracks. I was 99
percent sure her pet was long gone. But the expression
on her face, lips turned down at the corners, eyes
welling slightly with tears. How could I not at least try
to help?
I followed the blue dress into the woods where
she guided me to an ancient-looking stone well in the
middle of the forest.
My rabbit is just in there, do you see her? asked
the girl as I peered over the edge further and further and
further and further and falling.
The girl laughed as she fell through the well
alongside me.
“What did you do?” I yelled.
I jumped for you, winked the girl. Now make a
wish! Wish to go to the place where I exist or you will
never stop falling!
I took a break from screaming to follow the
girl’s instructions. What were my other options?
Downwards became upwards and soon enough
we were in the sky, flying.
The wind tousled my hair, and as I glided
through the clouds I did not feel upset or worried.
The girl landed gracefully on the beach below
me, and I realized my knowledge on landing back on
solid ground was nonexistent. What if I crashed? What
if I broke my arm? How would I turn the pages of my
books?
As I predicted, my landing was nothing short of
graceful. I splashed into the ocean in a flailing mess.
"Nothing is so painful to the human mind as a great
and sudden change." Frankenstein, Mary Shelley
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The girl started laughing as she ran into the
water to help me. I ignored her outstretched hand as I
trudged back to the beach.
I want to leave, please take me back home, I
pleaded.
“Fine,” said the girl, her grin fading. “We can
go somewhere else.”
The girl took me to a garden where colorful
flowers of all shapes and sizes stood at impossible
heights, ten or twenty feet taller than us.
I marveled at how beautiful the flowers were,
letting my gaze drift over to the girl. In a garden full of
flowers she stood there staring at the weeds.
What is your name? I asked.
The girl looked over at me distractedly.
“What time is it?” she asked while pulling out a
shiny silver pocket watch to answer her own question.
"Clocks slay time... time is dead as long as it is being
clicked off by little wheels; only when the clock stops
does time come to life." The Sound And The Fury,
William Faulkner
“Goodness!” she jumped up, floating in the air.
“I am very late!”
The girl flew away before I could ask where she
was going, or how I was to get home without her.
Lost, alone in an unfamiliar world, I began to
cry.
"We need never be ashamed of our tears." Great
Expectations, Charles Dickens
“We prefer freshwater to saltwater,” a peony
with pink petals said to me.
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I jumped at the sound of the plant’s voice but
quickly composed myself, wiping the tears from my
flushed cheeks.
“Some pollen will help you fly,” the flower said.
May I please trouble you for some pollen then?
I asked.
“Nature,” said the peony, “does not take
requests.”
Please, I said, I was tricked into coming to this
world, and now I have been abandoned.
“It is your own fault that you are lost. You must
find your way on your own.”
I was about to perform my second water show
of the day when the girl returned.
She apologized for being gone for so long, and
while I was upset with her for leaving me, I couldn’t
help but argue that it had only been a few minutes.
“A few minutes well spent is a lifetime,”
remarked the girl.
I asked where she flew away to but she refused
to tell me.
The girl started to dance and twirl around as the
sky dropped wet kisses on her forehead. The raindrops
began getting bigger and falling harder until the water
was soon up to her waist.
I can’t swim! I yelped. Yet another reason why I
was not equipped to be the hero of any story.
The girl smiled, “Hold onto the ground!”
I couldn’t see how this would help as my goal
was to keep my head above water, but as the water rose
above me I discovered that my breath came easy. What
pointless panic!
I looked up to the surface which was well above
my head. The rain subsided and, through the clear
liquid, I could see the sun shining.
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The girl grabbed my hand and we swam through
the water where strange creatures like aquatic purple
cats and yellow sea birds glided through the waves
around us.
"Finally, from so little sleeping and so much
reading, his brain dried up and he went completely
out of his mind." Don Quixote, Miguel de Cervantes
Saavedra
I saw a ship breaking across the surface of the
new ocean, and I kicked my legs to swim up to it.
Swimming is easy. It is just like flying.
I poked my head out of the surface of the water
and saw a man in the ship wearing a large feathered hat.
The man locked his black eyes onto my green ones.
The girl surfaced next to me, and the crew on
the ship began to panic.
“Mermaid, please do not hurt us!” the crew
pleaded, “We were just passing through.”
The captain of the ship pushed through the
crowd to get a good look at the girl.
“That is no mermaid,” he said. “She is far more
dangerous.”
The captain glanced from the girl to myself and
back again.
“Another friend? Haven’t you learned your
lesson?”
Why is everyone afraid? I asked, she is just a
girl.
“Nobody is just anything. Remember that,” said
the captain with the feathered hat. “You are not safe
with this girl. It is a miracle you are still alive being so
close to her. Climb aboard, and we will take you back
where you belong.”
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I looked from the girl who pushed me down a
well and abandoned me in this strange world to the
pirate captain. What a great situation I put myself in
here.
I took the pirate’s hand and climbed aboard,
glancing behind me to see the hurt look on the girl’s
face before she flew away into the sky. Ouch. Why did
I care so much about a girl who had been nothing but
trouble?
Will you take me home now? I asked.
The captain laughed a shrill, hysterical laugh as
tears slipped out of his dark eyes.
You are acting foolish, I said, glancing towards
the sky.
“It was all the more foolish that you believed
me!”
What reason do you have to lie to me?
“You ask all the wrong questions,” observed the
captain. “A better question is, what reason did you have
to believe me?”
The captain took me across a bridge, up a hill,
past a fence, and into a large castle which was
completely covered in pale blue paint that blended in
with the sky.
A woman dressed in a shiny black cape entered
the room accompanied by two white lions.
“This boy knows Anna,” the captain told the
woman.
“Good, he can help me find her,” the woman
said. “She owes me her head.”
I will not help you do that, I said, thinking of the
girl who flew through the sky with me and twirled
around in the garden.
“Pity,” said the woman with a voice as cool as
ice. “Lock him up!”
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Alone in a blue cell in the blue castle, I began to
wonder if I would be stuck in the dungeon forever.
Then Anna appeared in front of my cage.
You need to leave, I told her. There is a woman
after your head. You could die!
The girl’s crystal blue eyes shimmered, passing
between fear and confidence.
“That sounds exciting,” she said with a small
smile as she handed me a vial of liquid through the bars
of the cell.
“I know I haven’t given you much reason to
trust me, but you need to drink it,” she said, waiting to
see if I would listen.
I drank the liquid and slowly grew closer and
closer to the ground until I was the same size as the vial
I held just a moment earlier. I was now small enough to
easily slip through the bars of the cell.
Anna began to run away, but I could not keep
up, as my legs were too small.
Slow down, I yelled. I am not big enough to run
that fast!
“You are not actually small,” said Anna. “This
version of yourself in this world is small. And in this
world, the real you does not exist.”
I do not understand.
“We are all merely one version of who we could
be,” she said. “This version of you is small, but the real
you is much bigger.”
Two white lions barreled down the hall and,
now my normal size, I ran out of the castle with Anna
to safety.
I looked over at Anna who was laughing and
spinning all around in victory.
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"I know not all that may be coming, but be it what it
will, I'll go to it laughing." Moby Dick, Herman
Melville
I grabbed her hand and bent down to kiss the
girl who could only be described in understatements.
“I am glad you left your sister and your old
world to be here with me,” Anna said, her smile
touching her eyes.
I had not thought about my sister or how much I
missed her. How painful it is when forgotten feelings
return.
"Memories warm you up from the inside. But they
also tear you apart." Kafka on the Shore, Haruki
Murakami
I brushed a brown curl away from Anna’s face.
I will miss you, I told her, but I must return to
reality.
“I worry that you will forget how much you
miss me when I am not around,” said Anna.
“Tomorrow, I could be nothing more than a faded
memory.”
None of that matters. Tomorrow doesn’t exist, I
said with a wink.
So I said goodbye to the girl, and to do so was
to mourn the death of my traditions. Of my cowardly
ways that would no longer have a place in my life.
Falling
Falling
Falling
And I fell, far less pleasantly this time, on my
own.
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"It is a great misfortune to be alone, my friends; and
it must be believed that solitude can quickly destroy
reason." The Mysterious Island, Jules Verne
Back through the well I went, until upwards
became downwards, and I landed with a jolt next to my
sister who did not so much as glance up from her
screen.
Anna seemed to have left a hole in my heart,
one that may never be filled. But I supposed that was
okay, perhaps some parts of ourselves are meant to be
left empty.
"I know. I was there. I saw the great void in your
soul, and you saw mine." Birdsong, Sebastian Faulks
As I laid down in my bed that night, I decided
that the girl would remain a beautiful secret I only told
myself.
And as the clock struck midnight, I wondered if
yesterday could become tomorrow.
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Reflection
ALAJANDRIA KEMP
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A Hot Day on the Lake
BRITTANY GROFF
The newish pontoon putts slowly breaking the water’s
surface.
The sun’s glare off the lake is there
to blind you with a wrong look.
A neon orange life vest tied around my waist.
The smell of fresh vinyl mixed with a rocking boat
is enough to make me sick. The swaying motorized raft
slowly stops. Dad disperses
the cement anchors and pulls up the antique motor.
The boat’s deep blue carpet is ripped from underneath
me.
I curl and tuck my legs to avoid the rail. I’m
submerged, a cold burn is shot
up my nose. I’m dragged to the surface by my head, the
orange life saver wrapped around my neck and torso.
My face finally breaks the surface, warm water drains
from each nostril.
I choke on what hasn’t leaked out. Gasping for air, I
squint through the burning
blur and start to hear a loud booming laugh.
My vision clears. All I see is my grandfather
clenching the rail white-knuckled with one hand and
holding his belly with the other.
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Rain in a Place I’ve Never Been
ANDREW MORR

Rain falls on the faces of strangers, and mine too
I am uncomfortable in this place
One sopping step breaks my stumbling rhythm
Each stride becomes faster than the one before
I feel the gaze run through me –the gaze from that man.
I didn’t take those steps fast enough
Not faster than he was taking his.
Pinned down and beaten dumb, I am
He has me once and goes on his way.
Rolling tears all of the while and fire
–fire snapping below.
I’m disgusted with myself
And drunk,
Trying still to find my way back home.
One man –and a bicycle, too
He doesn’t smile and I remember that gaze.
Still not fast enough, not as fast as him.
I am broken and not human.
He, too, has his way and leaves.
I lie on the wet cold ground, in the place I’ve never
been
Staring blankly at the rain,
Burning and alone.
How many more gazes, I wonder, will I have to see?
And when will “enough” start to be?
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Surf
SHELLY CHOINSKI

Looking out into the endless blue
stars twinkle in it during the day,
blinding me,
heat on my skin
and salt on my lips.
As I paddle out remembering
to keep my legs extended straight
toes together,
hands cupped,
thrusting them into the water,
trying to catch up with uncle.
I see him in the distance waving at me.
Waving me to come out further.
I dive through the waves to catch up with him.
He laughs and says, look out into the water.
You can feel it, he says.
I look at him, puzzled, he laughs again.
Feel the wave?
waiting…
waiting…
till I did.
Ankle spinning,
turning my board as fast as I can,
paddling
paddling
UP,
salty breeze in my face.
gliding with the current pushing me to shore…
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Serenity
ALAJANDRIA KEMP
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From Neverland
MERRIL THOMPSON

Marcus sat in a dark closet, surrounded by
winter coats and dusty boxes, with dimmed lighting
shining through the cracks. He sat cowering with deep
anxiety, sweat pouring down his back, tears streaming
and head pounding. Voices spewed negative overtones
at him, and the impending fear of death lasted
seemingly forever. Marcus had a small ivory box; it had
two tigers wrapped around each other carved around the
seamless edges, and worn edges from age. Marcus
received this box from his grandfather when he passed;
his grandfather promised it held the key to life. The
memory of his grandfather’s gift rolled around the
anxiety, intensifying his emotions as he rolled the box
around looking for an opening. Marcus sat in the dark
closet, begging for his grandfather’s guidance, calling
out to the dark abyss, wishing a ghostly presence would
reach out with love.
It had only been a year since his grandfather
passed, but Marcus was still young and didn’t
understand death and loss. He sat begging as memories
flooded his mind, teasing him with thoughts of
everything being all right. His grandfather was a war
veteran; he fought in the 51st infantry in the United
States Army, and he was an outstanding Christian
contributor. After the war, his grandfather would work
for the church spreading the love of Jesus, donating
time at the soup kitchen, and feeding the elderly.
Marcus knew his grandfather as a reserved and gentle
man. His grandfather keep to himself and barely spoke
a word to anyone but played with all of the children
often. Marcus was the oldest of the grandchildren, so it
was only fitting that Marcus would receive this box
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from his grandfather. Marcus recalled the day, as a
clear as a dream, his grandfather handed him the box
and said:
“Don’t fall for it Marky, the key to happiness is
inside; just open it. I loved the here and now, but you
always have that doubt inside.”
A loud clash of furniture collided with the
television and shook Marcus from his depressive grip;
loud purposeful stamps of anger echoed across the
hallway as his fiancée dragged over-loaded suitcases
across the designer hardwood floors. Muttered fits of
rage and torment randomly called out through the walls
as she prepared to leave him, should he not obey. She
was a small-framed girl, around 96 pounds; less than
half Marcus’s size. Yet that day she left bruises, her
artistic expression of anger. Her hot curling iron was
her brush, Marcus’s paintings were her canvas. In a fit
of rage over bills she wrought destruction on two years’
worth of paintings, burning each image in an
immaculate display of vengeance.
Marcus sat back deeper into the cold, dark
closet. Ghastly images of shadows reaching for his
flesh lingered in his eyesight. His box was soaked in
tears and saliva, his hands sliding across every inch of
this queer box depicting these two tigers. Marcus’s
anxiety shifted to the back burner as he pondered on the
tigers. They appeared to be wrapped around each other;
their heads ended in each other’s backsides as if they
were biting down, and the paws wrapped around each
tiger’s side as if they were holding tight to each other.
The box appeared to be made of ivory and did not have
a single seam; there was no hinge or slide, nor keyhole
present. There were no letters or numbers, just a small
mushroom symbol in the corner. Marcus shook it in the
silent moments, listening eagerly; he discerned that it
contained a note or clue, maybe a deed to a mansion
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packed with riches. He sat in the dark comfort of the
closet until she returned.
His fiancée stamped back into the hallway with
the sound of keys jingling the tune of a foreboding
outcome. She stopped right in front of the closet door.
She tried to hold back fits of tears while trying to stutter
an announcement. Marcus remained silent as she started
to hum the Moonlight Sonata; she sang in tune with the
jingling of keys as she gained composure. She took a
deep breath filled with stuttered emotion, then let out
her breath; ready to expose her thoughts. She spoke in a
demanding tone.
“Marcus! Marcus baby I’m….. I’m sorry, I love
you; now get your stupid ass out of the closet. Come
on, get the fuck out or I’m throwing your art shit in the
dumpster; I’ll send your ass off to get a real job at the
firm. You can make yourself useful in accounting; at
least you’d make money! Now come on baby, TIME
TO GO!”
Marcus wanted a family, love and compassion,
a lifelong commitment like his grandfather had with his
grandmother; he wanted to make his grandfather proud.
His love for art had him stuck penniless, living with his
fiancée, who was a well-to-do financial advisor used to
getting her way. She acted like she owned Marcus, she
treated him like a slave; she used the famous sonata to
mock his emotion, taunted by the evils and
wrongdoings of the world. While Marcus would rush to
save the life of a baby bird fallen from a nest, his
fiancée would rather spray it with pest control and toss
it in the trash.
Marcus fought with his emotions, torn between
obligation and fear; he swore to God he would love her
in sickness and in health. The wedding was hours away,
yet he sat in the dark closet debating; should he die?
Should he just walk out and accept that he will never
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accomplish his artistic desires. It was time to give up,
take up that age-old tradition of getting a job to make
someone else loads of cash. But Marcus still wondered
what could be in this box. He speculated for almost an
hour as his fiancée stood outside the door. She stood as
still as a statue, breathing heavily with frustration and
obsession.
She dramatically sorted through the keyring,
knowing which key unlocked the door but putting it off
as if to drag it out as long as she could. Eventually, she
screamed out a tantrum and forced the key into the hole
of the locked closet door; Marcus sank back panicking
to open the box; silently calling out the desire to know
the secrets of life held within the mysterious box
adorned with two tigers. The door flung open as she
stood looking at him in disgust, focused on the saliva
soaked floor as Marcus sat in agony crippled by the
onslaught of emotional depression. He struggled to find
an excuse to hide his actions, but she just ignored him,
reached to the side of the closet and pulled out the
gown and tuxedo for their wedding. She mocked his
crying and suffering as she walked away, laughing at
what a pathetic sight she saw as she walked out.
Marcus slowly stood up, lacking the motivation
to continue; he stared at the box again. This time
Marcus grew impatient as he stepped out of the closet.
Angered with the weight of the world pounding down
on him like a jackhammer, the commitment he must
make in the eyes of the lord, the fact that he must give
up his childhood dreams in trade for a punch card and
business suit. This weighed heavy on his fragile
emotions, he panicked with thoughts of anger; he raged
out to the box demanding an answer!
Marcus threw the box at the wall; it smashed
into the drywall, creating a deep dent. The box bounced
onto the floor. As the box contacted the floor, a crackle
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of ivory separating from the seam was heard torn; the
box now had a crack large enough to get leverage.
Marcus struggled to find anything that would open this
holy grail of knowledge; he found a nail file and
proceeded to pry the box apart. Within seconds, the end
of the box fell off. Inside was a scroll rolled neatly.
Marcus peered out the window and noticed his fiancée
was still outside packing the car. He slowly pulled the
scroll out, bewildered with excitement.
As Marcus opened the scroll, a photo slipped
out onto the floor, along with a rolling paper and a bag
filled with tiny yellow flower leaves and dry marijuana.
Marcus gasped as he looked over the scroll written in
his grandfather’s handwriting, depicting his three years
in Thailand defending his country. He picked up the
photo as he started to read the text laid bare; Marcus
stopped mid-sentence to look at the photo, an aged
black and white photo of his grandfather’s youth. The
photo was taken outside of a brothel where he was
stationed in Thailand; his grandfather stood nude with a
row of nude women, rolled joints hanging from all of
their mouths.
Marcus stared at the photo, amazed at how his
grandfather, a man of God almighty, could ever be this
man in this photo. He started to read the scroll,
confused by what he saw; it said:
“I love these women; they cared for me, feed
me, keep me happy. We got high, and we protect their
town; this is happiness. If you’re reading this; just let it
all go. I’m sad to say we received word stating we had
to leave; they said we can’t take none of them with us.
I’ll miss them, every one of them. Back home, they
forgot what it is that makes us happy, that’s why this
damn war started in the first place; but I’m glad it did. I
found love there, amidst all of the violence.”
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Marcus pondered, as he read the scroll over and
over, as he started to laugh; the thought of his
grandfather living all of those years, never telling
anyone about his brothel love story. He busted out in a
rolling laughter as his fiancée entered the home; she
stopped and stared as he stood laughing. She thrust her
pointer finger towards the front door, but Marcus
replied with his middle finger stuck straight up in the
air in her face, while still laughing his ass off. His now
ex-fiancée blurted out the importance of a career,
threats of her attorney, tantrums of demands, all while
he packed his pencils and paper and walked out the
door. She stood waiting for him, barking out demands
to nothingness in an attempt to force him back to the
door. He never turned back; he never returned.
As Marcus was leaving, another memory of his
grandfather came to fruition; he remembered his
grandfather when he came home from a prostate exam
and chemotherapy from the VA hospital. His
grandfather sat down on a water-filled doughnut in the
living room on his favorite chair. Marcus was visiting
and asked his grandfather if he was ok. His grandfather
appeared exhausted and in discomfort, his entire body
advertised universal pain; his arms still tender from the
intravenous medications coursing through is veins. He
looked at Marcus and took a deep breath; then he
busted out laughing and told him, “shit happens.”
Marcus stared perplexed, not knowing what he meant at
the time, but the memory sparked a laugh again, thanks
to his grandfather. Marcus saw his grandfather as a still
living entity; his grandfather never spoke back to his
real-life questions, but he always listened.
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Chronic
KATE BENDELE

Yesterday
yesterday
when the pain was bearable
When I met the expectations
the obligations
with freedom.
Today
I am in a skin
that burns and twists
as the hissing shower
pieces and sears
and burns away my resolution for today.
Today looks like Yesterday
to those who were not here for both.
But inside the surface hides
a begging for the oxygen to cease burnishing
my tortured skin
and just
let me breathe.
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Those Were the Days
WANDA SOBOTA
“To say nothing is saying something. You must
denounce things
you are against or one might believe that you support
things you
really do not.”
― Germany Kent
He was 64 in ‘71, of the greatest generation.
Survivor, proud, misguided, narrow-minded,
revealing a tyrant’s rage, lashing out at the world’s
injustices
to no one but his wife.
I, the dutiful remote, switching channels for the master
of the house that fateful night, in the darkened retreat,
knowing peace would be disturbed as he was
exposed in the mirrored box,
Archie, dingbat, Meathead, and what’s her name.
As he delights, the remote’s battery is
perplexed, embarrassed, appalled.
Teen rebellion still underdeveloped, suppressed,
I keep quiet. His middle name became her first, and
now
I’m 64 in ’17 one of the boomers who could not change
the course, as she controls two remotes for Westworld.
Silent no more on inequality, insensitivity, inhumane
promotion of a whacked-out male world.
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Lost Spirits
KRYSTAL BENDELE
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Cold Case
ASHLEY BAUM

Clothed in complete black
he visited her
every day.
Her tombstone
smooth and grey.
He traced his gloved fingers
around the engraving
of her name.
Through the howls
of winter wind—
she could still hear her cries
he could still sense her sobs.
The pouring snow
slid through his grip
in the same way
her golden locks did.
He closed his eyes—
he could still feel
her cold skin
beneath his rugged touch.
He could still remember
when he watched her
breathtaking
final moments
of her short-lived life,
that evening
late in December.
But she was everywhere…
plastered in papers
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highlighting the headlines
of every news channel.
In a little town,
she was famous
and so was he.
She haunted him—
engrossed his every move.
He kept her locked
inside
while she rattled his brain.
He knew
deep down—
in between the stacks
of files and papers
that piled up
on desks of detectives—
they couldn’t save her...
they would never find him.
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Entomology Project Speaks, Tonight Only
ERIKA EISENMANN

The moth is stained
from fluttering like a tattered sheet
around a park lamp burning at midnight.
The glowing powder leaves its antennae dull white
and slowly careful about stuttering.
Old moth, old maid,
you have no mouth.
what is your fluttering now?
You don’t want milkweed, no eggs,
no ripping of the chrysalis.
What monarch, what swallowtail
favors a trembling luna moth?
You are pale.
Everything you think is pinched skin
and dying.
Coil your thoughts of a tongue and whither.
Let the spider care for you now.
Let the pin-sharp fang,
the stomping hoof,
and all things that howl
sing you to sleep for now.
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Lodgings
KATE BENDELE

I cannot wake you, dreamer,
from your gauze screened mask
you have accepted in place of reality.
It is your choice to flutter open
to the chaos that suppresses your soul.
You have molded me into an image
from your imagining.
But I am not your dream.
I am flesh and blood
and you are shuttered cold.
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The Deep Heart
MINH LE
I live in a dystopia in which the brain wears a
crown. I live in a dystopia in which all human thoughts
and actions underlie a purpose commended by the
brain. I live in a dystopia in which banners marking
“The heart is dead” are ubiquitous. I live in a dystopia
whose inhabitants I call “the heartless”.
***
The heartless don’t see what I see, don’t feel
what I feel; they regard their world as a utopia, a utopia
where all the instinctive and unexplainable virtues
conceived by the heart have no place, for they are
deceptions meant to enshroud and devaluate reasons
and logics conceived by the brain. One time I saw a
political prisoner get executed once the heartless had
milked him of all his information to conserve food and
prison space. A lot of times I saw two people marry
each other not of love, but of possessions or traits of the
other person. Indeed, “love” is merely a notion in this
world; a condemned notion to be exact. All of which
are utopian standards in this world and the heartless are
comfortable with them, cherish them on behalf of their
brains. Whenever they spot someone who shows to
have a severe case of a great heart, they will promptly
and wickedly throw him/her in an asylum; an asylum
which they regard as “The Chamber of Truth”, which I
regard as “The Chamber of Blood”. Inside, people got
confined like prisoners, and they have to attend a
special anatomy and physiology lecture daily, in which
they are educated (or rather, being forced upon) about
the “true” nature of the heart (the chamber of blood).
The instructor teaches that the heart is just an organ for
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pumping blood around our body to supply the tissues
with oxygen in order for them to function properly.
Inside the heart it holds nothing but blood vessels,
valves, cardiac muscles, etc. The heart lacks
sophisticated neurons to support consciousness and
guide human’s thoughts and actions, so every word that
utters out of it is confused perception and/or distorted
judgement. “Should you let this putrid sack filled with
dirty fluid command you?” the heartless always say. I
throw my head back in hysteria every time I hear those
philistines spit that sentence. Have they taken their
heads out of the sand and look for the very truth? Have
they probed deep into the heart beyond the sight of their
ignorant microscopes? They did. They did with their
very own eyes, for I, sparing them of their efforts of
producing supermicroscopes, opened my own heart, the
deep heart beyond blood and flesh, to them myself.
***
The heartless saw the vista of a brain being
chained to shackles held by a triumphantly erected
heart, begging the heart to stop with the torturous
beating, and at the same time, emitting an
inconspicuous yet potent aura of hatred and resentment.
The brain, then, spontaneously revolted, bawling: “This
body is walking the suicidal path if he is to become a
biologist…” The heart clenched then release a beat,
inflating itself as it does so. The brain toppled and
cowered, yet he rose again: “In this industrializing
world, pursuing a career in engineering will…” The
heart beat again, sending the brain flat onto the ground.
It let out a deep, agonizing groan. Then, yet again, it
rose but with only its hands supporting its body,
looking like a washed up mermaid on shore: “This
brain exceeds at math. Why don’t you let me use my
talent for the betterment of this body? Why pursuing a
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career which I don’t have a knack for? Why do you
seek destruction for…” The heart clenched and beat
harder than before, rendering the brain to eat the dirt.
The brain is now kept at bay, shivering and silent on the
floor. Another time, they saw an image of my dead
uncle whom I love so dearly projected from the heart,
and the heart was commanding me to cry when the
brain intervened: “Crying will cost the flesh a great deal
of energy and it’s unhealthy for the entire body as a
whole, so don’t…” The heart glared at the brain with
vicious eyes and relentlessly beat, subduing and
silencing the brain. I proceeded to cry despite
understanding and trusting the wisdom told by the
brain. Another time, the heartless saw an image of a
gorgeous blond girl with shiny blue eyes projected from
the heart. The brain gazed upon it and said: “Ah! That
girl whom you commanded the body to love. She’s
pathetic as I told you. She’s stupid, annoying and
always whining. I advised you to stay away from her.
Yet, knowing what kind of person she is, why did you
ignore my advice? Why did you still command the
body to go crazy for her? Why did you still command
the body to buy her gifts? Why did you still command
the body to recall her image every night, deprive the
body of its good night and healthy sleep? Were you
mad? And now, look at yourself. Can’t help but having
nostalgia every now and then after she totally
dumped…” The heart uttered a shrieking cry and let out
a beat powerful enough to send the brain flying.
Everything is now silent again with only the sickly
whimper of the brain in excruciating pain in the
background. After a while, the brain furiously rose and
spit gibberish about wanting to create a utopia where
reason and logic dominate over the irrational tendencies
of the heart. The heart reacted in fear at first but quickly
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reverted back to its triumphant and powerful attitude
and proceeded to beat again.
***
Yes. The heartless fear. They are afraid of their
own hearts. They are weak little creatures who are
reluctant to accept their brains’ slavery. In fact, the only
emotion the heartless possess is fear, but little do they
know that their fear is emitted from their hearts
themselves! Evidently, all slaves hate their master; they
want freedom from their masters which they will never
get. Therefore, they create an illusion in which the brain
triumphs and wish everyone around them to conform to
and share their resentment and helplessness. However,
ultimately, all their ideologies and virtues are derived
from the emotion of fear from their hearts, and that’s
the limit of their emotion; that’s it; they are incapable of
going beyond the threshold of fear, so they sit in their
little box and resent upon their petty and frail hearts,
and deny their hearts of their triumph and power. They
hate it, for those with weak hearts cannot conceive and
appreciate the potential greatness of the heart! My
heart, in contrast, is the paragon of all hearts. The true
identity and full potential of the heart beyond valves
and blood vessels. The true identity and full potential of
the heart beyond blood and flesh. The true identity and
full potential of the heart overlooked by every scientific
microscope. Behold. I present to you: The Deep Heart!
***
They bell finally cried, piercing the hearts of the
inmates. I woke up from my day dreaming just to
realize (or remember, to be exact) that I’m in a prison
cell. It’s time for class in the Chamber of Blood. I sat
up, waited for them to open the cell, and strode out with
my heart in a crown.
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Luminous
RANDI BOYD
Time is fleet-footed and fine spun as gold
when less is remaining, considered so sweet.
Its passage brings knowledge upon us bestowed.
Wrecked by regret, our dark hours unfold,
as ancient injuries accept their defeat.
Time is fleet-footed and fine spun as gold.
Past exploits line up, the next to be told,
Unveiled shrouded truths and dismantled deceits.
Their viewing is knowledge, the darkness exposed.
Hours, once lazy, shun attempts to hold
them still to reflect, then rewrite or repeat.
Time: fleet-footed and fine spun as gold.
Stillness: the spaces between to behold
Rare points in Time prior to their retreat.
Living brings knowledge, a chance to decode.
Sun resists Moon; Time presses through the chokehold
to sprint way ahead while I gasp to compete.
Time is fleet-footed, fine spun as pure gold.
Its passage brings knowledge; upon us bestowed.
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Amanda
SHANNON LIVENGOOD
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Soaked
RACHEL GRIFFIN

The man on the moon pressed his face against the
window
Trying to eavesdrop
At midnight down below
I sat in a rusted-out patio chair
A record playing Bowie's distant music there
I watched him and listened
Between dimpled smiles
Every once in a while he'd let slip
A joke that went too far or a story that felt real
And I wondered if he would ever really know how it
feels
After cigarettes were ashed and questions were asked
we lay there
In that blue-moon room
Soaked in the memories made
I looked at the man who loved me back
And hoped to God that we were safe
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The Aged Owl Asks
MEGAN HINES
* Eckphrastic poem inspired by the painting Christina’s
World by Andrew Wyeth

Was this how it was supposed
to be? A trick of the light,
flickering until you decide
to twist your hair-matted mask
apartment, insomnia lamp
(mind you, the switch is stuck),
pre-walked floors and most of them
were not yours, your mother’s, your sister’s, your
brother’s,
your good-for-nothing, always good-for-one-or-twothings,
father, who assumes he is always right.

Stare long enough, and you will
un-see the home you now stand
in front of. Your eyes
(the ones painted with watercolors)
cry candle-wax tears.
Who is this painter and why
has he framed my life
in a blind bird’s-eye view?
Who gave him the keys
to my house, heart, and soul
just to smear his sea-dipped brush
over my walls, still
(my) walls?

Scrubbing the lamp didn’t loosen the hold
on my head’s sleep-dial number
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nor reveal the too-long-distance
of all the answers.

If I tasted the blood

from my first papercut,
I can repaint the rickety rick kick
of the porch’s pulled toe.
If I breathed Mama’s bed-hair,
I can imagine I’m inside
her heart she used for arms,
not her grey flakes
that sit in a jar
like sand in a forty-year-hourglass.
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Arms of Time
MARY ENCABO

The sound of perfection is a faint melody, an ancient
language
of endangered affection and unceasing devotion,
faithful too
much to this vulnerable and confused world, a house
locked
in the strong arms of Time – sublime in its
understanding,
upstanding, even among powers, and never left to
cower.
In my conscious slumber, I often wonder,
Why was Time created?
A prison
or
A heartbeat,
the birth of perspective,
the realm of knowledge passing its genes,
knitting its mysteries, inviting us to visit the unseen.
A child’s beginning and an elderly’s ending both
endure
Eternity’s measuring stick: Time – limits with a
purpose
to propel humanity to awake, identify, and trace clearly
visceral vibrations of a voice softly saying, “Come and
find Me
and you will leave the embrace of history and enter into
My story.”
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Love Bug
ALAJANDRIA KEMP
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Observations in Greencastle, IN, and at
DePauw University
DANA HART

The local Walmart is always teeming with
camouflage fashion and smiles that are missing teeth. In
the frozen food aisle are carts filled with extra-large
DiGiorno cheese-stuffed crust meat lover’s. There are
never Halloween costumes left in the seasonal section,
and nicotine is on the breath of every passerby. Chevy
pick-up trucks sporting Confederate flag bumper
stickers sit in the McDonald’s drive-thru. Amid the mix
are BMW and Mercedes-Benz, driven by blonde waifs
singing along to Justin Timberlake or Fifth Harmony.
Their hungover boyfriends ride shotgun. A police car
speeds down Washington Street, having just received
an anonymous tip about a meth lab in a neighborhood
off I-70. Bad grammar abounds: “That don’t,” “He
got,” “No nothin’.”
It’s difficult to breathe, as the pollen and
ragweed counts are astronomical. Dust mites are
rampant in the dorms, too, and I’m always sick, peargreen mucus running out of my nose, running a fever of
102 degrees, clammy and shaking with chills no matter
how many blankets I wrap myself in. My voice teacher
tells me to buy drugs so I can get back in the practice
room, and every trip to the pharmacy eats away at my
already-slim bank account. In the dorm across the
street, a student discovers black mold. As workers in
Uline suits materialize, students are assigned to new
housing for the rest of the semester.
In January comes an ice storm. On the way to
the campus wellness center, I slip and fall into the main
street that runs through campus, narrowly escaping the
front wheels of a passing truck. This one carries a
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Confederate flag on the back end that undulates in the
icy wind. A woman yells at me to watch where I’m
going.
Meanwhile, the congregation at the on-campus
Methodist church meets every Sunday morning at tenthirty to hear a lecture on what is right and wrong. Even
when I’m ill I’m expected to show up and lead the alto
section of the choir, and let a man talk at me. I wonder
how the congregation—widows, widowers, children,
divorcees, parents, the elderly, one lesbian couple—can
devote their lives to an idea, something you can’t see or
touch.
I look for peace of mind in the Starbucks at the
campus bookstore downtown. But there are North Face
jackets, Ugg boots, and Pumpkin Spice Lattes
everywhere. Girls with Crest White Stripes teeth
complaining about sorority activities and homework. I
can’t concentrate on my book. As I walk back to my
dorm, another truck goes by waving the telltale red,
white and blue. The driver, an obese old man, winks at
me.
I don’t belong here.
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Ocean
ASHLEY BAUM

She craved a break
when she found the ocean.
Cool breezes
swept away
sorrow and pain.
She fell in love
when she found the ocean.
Her heart raced in new ways
when foam-filled tides
crept ashore.
Her new escape,
when she found the ocean,
quickly traded
a love for a love
a heartache for a heartache.
Her heart broke
when she found the ocean.
The bitter taste
of salty waves
stung her lips.
It was short-lived
when she found the ocean.
Shells and sandy footprints
washed offshore
with her newfound love
when she found the ocean.
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Dear Midnight
ERIKA EISENMANN
“The little raccoon forgot his bones,”
My little brother explained.
The baby’s pelt had turned to moss
where the dog left him under the black walnut tree.
Mama’s gone,
licking her wounds or dead.
The black lab pants,
tongue lolling over velvet lips,
pride and moonlight in his eyes.
There are seasons,
and there are deer,
and there is waiting
for coyotes to sleep.
There are leaves over moss
and dew drops in the shape of raccoon’s teeth
once were.
The velvet night sky
looks down at the dog it bore
and wonders what it’s done.
The dog curls up with his tabby friends.
His nose is hot and dry.
He is tired from fighting with mama.
His muzzle turns white slowly,
like the leaves freezing in winter.
He is our good boy.
We pat his head, disappointed
that he found the babies.
Six.
Five spots of fresh-turned dirt
and one gray patch too flat to bother.
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Do you know my dog?
Do you know he is born of constellations
and stories my grandfather tells?
I rub his ear
while he shivers from his bath.
His head slips from his collar before I can dry him.
He runs in joy and folly
and madly eats grass.
He snores on the rug
while I cut out paper leaves.
He paws at the door
to tell us it is raining.
He can sit, and shake your hand,
and welcome you home like a rocket,
and break a raccoon’s neck,
and chase Amish buggies on the road,
and groan and roll his eyes
when you scratch under his chin.
This dog
is my favorite dog.
When I was eight, our beagle Daisy
ate rat poison
and I watch her chug air
until it seemed that she was lying still
under a pile of dirt.
For her, I gathered dandelions
and apologized to her for two years.
This Midnight a dog
I will think about for twenty.
I will wonder where he’s gone
when the moss takes his bones
and we lay him with Daisy.
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Are there dogs like this in other places?
I haven’t seen mine since this morning
and won’t see him until I get home,
even if I look in the eyes
of every dog I meet.
I wish you could see my dog.
He’d love you.
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Ripe Decay
KRYSTAL BENDELE
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You……
MERRIL THOMPSON

You bring out the monster in us, that unbearable,
uncontrollable, irrational hate.
You bring out the loser in us, we feel like we live at a
constant fail rate.
You bring out the loathing in us, consumed by
nauseating fear of leaving our beds.
You bring out the depression in us, tormented in hell,
inside our heads.
You bring out the child in us, no literally, slowly
pulling our dreams far far away.
You bring out the pessimist in us, hounding and
caviling at anything we say.
You bring out the confusion in us, haven’t you read any
of Maslow’s work?
You bring out the patience in us, we’re tired of
everyone who acts like a (dick :/) jerk.
You bring out the hero in us, the strength gained from
your hate will forever grow.
You bring out the passion in us, we get over your drama
and look for a better tomorrow.
We have things we need to do, take your attitude out
the door.
You bring out the fuck it in us, we don’t care anymore.
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Just Hold On
LINDSAY YANKASKY
“I haven’t heard your voice in a while.”
I could’ve said the same thing. No matter how
long the time apart, the voice was one I remembered
well. As if I could ever forget who it belonged to.
“Well,” I replied, “you do know the phone
works both ways, don’t you?”
The laughter that followed filled my ears; it was
another thing I remembered well. It came out after
every sly joke I made, every straw wrapper I shot at
her, and every kid movie we saw together. It echoed
throughout my eardrums, each sound registering in my
brain for memory’s sake.
“You got me there,” my grandma answered as I
turned to face her.
She looked exactly the same as the last day I
saw her. Her hair was all done up, blondified and perky
with curls. Her usual pair of glasses rested atop her
nose. The signature red lipstick she applied before
smacking a big kiss on your cheek was vibrant.
Unconsciously, my hand reached up to scratch at my
cheek, feeling a slight tingle.
Let’s not forget the leopard print design she
wears. If it’s not on her clothes, you know it’ll be on
some sort of accessory. Every time I’m in public and
see a flash of leopard print out of the corner of my eye,
I have to do a double take. Half of the time it makes no
sense, why would she be in my college class at nine in
the morning?
“Especially,” I added, “since you’re on your
phone more than me.”
Another laugh escaped her, and it rang in my
ears once again. This time, the echo lasted longer. It
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slipped through my memory’s grasp, my mind
struggling to find a way to hold on to the sense of
security it offered.
“You know me,” she said, “I’m always off in La
La Land, doing this and that. Busy, busy, busy.”
Raising an eyebrow at her and tilting my head to
the side, I mocked her, “Well, you know me. Busy,
busy, busy.”
Again, her laughter surrounded me. The sense
of security the first two laughs offered was wavering, as
if it was fading away. My skin crawled a bit, my heart
beat ever so slightly faster. A force shoved against my
mind as if something wanted to be opened. What was
this feeling? It was oddly familiar.
She gave me the same attitude right back. “I do
know you,” she said, “and I know you can do anything.
Are you saying you can’t find time to call your
grandma?” Her voice was laced through with humor.
I had my witty retort on the tip of my tongue. It
was there, waiting to be said, but it didn’t come out.
Why not?
I watched as my grandma’s face turned from
playful to worried. “Oh, sweetheart,” she immediately
backtracked, “I’m just kidding.”
She reached out for me then and that feeling
surged inside me. My heart beat faster, my mind began
running a million miles a minute. Ice was trickling its
way through my veins and freezing my breath along the
way, leaving me gasping for oxygen.
When her hand landed on my arm, it felt like
fire; it burned. Everything in my body was shocked,
sending my mind into overdrive. The force became
more powerful as my mind tried to hold the door of
memories closed while trying to calm the rest of my
body.
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I was panicking, and all I could do was feel
myself fall apart.
I could sense the door pushing back against my
mind, the contents on the other side wanting to be free.
They wanted to make me feel, they wanted to help me.
Little did they know, the only thing they did was
intensify this feeling.
I heard the laughter, her laughter, slipping
through the cracks of the door. I flinched as the sound
seared my brain, no comfort left from before. It did the
opposite of making me feel safe. All it did was burn.
I heard my grandma call out my name, trying to
pull me back; however, it just pushed me further away.
The pounding on the door became more persistent. My
mind was losing, its feet were skidding across the floor
in a last ditch attempt to keep the door shut.
It was too late, the next memories to slip by
were other moments where she called me by my
name—calling me at midnight on my birthday, scolding
me for chewing with my mouth open when I was
young, and screaming my name as she watched me play
soccer. Each whisper of my name was like a knife
piercing through my heart.
I tried focusing on her, to regain some sort of
control. When my eyes landed on her, it was a mistake.
The memories on the other side gave one final push,
and my mind finally gave in.
Her laughter, her calling my name, her
humming along to the radio while driving, her talking
happily about her Habs, all blended together and
overwhelmed my ears. Her hugs, her kisses, the hair
ruffles she gave to us as kids, they all burned where
they once touched. Videos of her and me meeting Ted
Lindsay, a straw wrapper being shot at her and catching
her off guard, and the reaction on her face when I gave
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her a video of our memories together on her birthday,
all played before my eyes as one.
It was painful. I wanted it to stop. I needed it to
stop.
The memories weren’t making it any better,
they didn’t help the pain. They worsened it. What had I
done to deserve this?
Then, as if a switch had been flicked, it all
ended. It was gone: the pain, the memories, all gone. I
felt empty, drained, tired.
I refocused as best I could on my grandma, who
still had the worried look on her face. Sorrow, followed
by undeniable depression, flooded through me. They hit
me like a tsunami and before I knew it, I was sobbing.
Immediately, my grandma came to my side and
grabbed ahold of me. Her touch wasn’t fire anymore. It
was cold, distant, as if she was fading, as if that day
was happening all over again.
The thought sent panic rushing through me. I
started shaking under my grandma’s touch, but she
didn’t let go. Instead, she waited until we made eye
contact and told me, “It’s going to be okay.”
How could she lie to me? It hadn’t been okay
for months. Just when my mind thought it had a grip on
everything, the same door would burst open and send
me into another panic. It was the same process over and
over again, one I couldn’t seem to avoid.
“No,” I admitted to her, “it’s not.”
“It’s going to take time,” she replied. “Soon
enough those memories won’t bring pain.”
I almost laughed, the thought was too good to be
true. It was all I had wanted since that day. I just
wanted that happy feeling back whenever I thought of
her. I didn’t want the pain associated with it.
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I shook my head and told her, “They haven’t
been the same since that day. All that the memories
bring are pain and regret, and I just want to cry.”
She offered a smile, one full of understanding.
Somewhere, a flicker of warmth lit inside me. It was so
small I almost missed it. “And that’s a part of the
process,” she said.
She let go of me as I regained my composure
slightly. Her smile was sad now. “Do you really think I
wanted to leave you?” she asked.
The panic wrapped around my heart and
squeezed, crushing it. It was subtle, but I noticed it
wasn’t as painful as a few moments ago. Tears were
resting in my eyes again but I wiped them away. “No,”
I answered honestly.
She nodded in confirmation, and again her smile
was happy. She asked me sincerely, “And do you really
think I left you?”
I opened my mouth to reply with a yes, that ever
since that day, we didn’t go to lunch as planned, we
never went to another movie, and she would never
attend another one of my soccer games. But, none of
that came out. I was silent.
My grandma smiled. She knew and so did I.
She hadn’t left me. She was still here, in those
memories. The only issue was the pain associated with
those memories. It felt as if something had eaten away
any bit of happiness and replaced it with sorrow.
My grandma said my thoughts aloud, “Those
memories are going to be painful at first. It’s not an
easy thing to process.” She looked pointedly at me.
“Especially if you try to go through it alone.”
Those words hurt more than the memories. It
was the truth. I had thought after that day, the day my
grandma passed away, that I was alone. I had my family
and friends on the outside, but on the inside, I felt
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deserted. None of them could understand that not only
had I lost my grandma, but I had lost my best friend.
The world felt out of balance because I had lost my
world.
She reached up and tapped on the necklace I
was wearing. On the chain was her old ring, an Irish
Claddagh. In the middle rested our matching birthstone.
She informed me, “There was a reason I gave this to
you. Sometimes it’s not enough to know I’m still living
on in your heart. You can’t see inside your heart every
day to be reminded you’re not alone.”
She lowered her hands and took one of mine
into both of hers. The cold, distant feeling was fading
with every word she spoke. The warmth her touch had
always offered was spreading from her hands into mine.
She wrapped my hand around the ring, and my hand
automatically tightened around it.
“Sometimes we need a symbol,” she concluded.
My hand was shaking as I squeezed the ring. I
held on to it as if it could offer me strength. And, to my
relief, it did. It calmed my mind down, letting it know it
was okay. Instead of shutting the door, my mind let it
open. My eyes shut in fear of the pain I knew was
coming.
Except it didn’t come.
“And then soon enough,” my grandma’s voice
rang out, making me open my eyes, “those memories
won’t cause you pain anymore.”
The tears running down my cheeks now weren’t
tears of pain or sorrow, unlike the many other times.
They were tears of nostalgia. “Thank you,” I whispered.
She just smiled in response and patted my hand,
telling me, “Whenever things get tough, just hold on,
okay?”
I nodded and opened my hand to see the ring
sitting in my palm. The Irish Claddagh had three
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symbols: a heart, two hands holding the heart, and a
crown. The heart represented love, the hands for
friendship, and the crown for loyalty. All together the
ring represented everything my grandma had given me.
Even if she couldn’t be here with me physically,
I could still feel those three gifts through the ring. It
would remind me that I wasn’t alone.
Looking back up to my grandma, I whispered,
“I did call you every night since that day, you know
that, right?”
I saw the tears in her eyes as her smile
broadened the smallest bit. I could see the pride
beaming in her. “I know,” she told me, “and I answered
every night.”
Suddenly, a bright light began to fill my vision,
and my grandma started to disappear from my view.
Her touch on my hand began to feel faint. A new sort of
panic raced through me as I reached out for her,
screaming–
“Grandma!”
I sat upright in my bed, panting, heart racing,
and eyes wide open. After my scream died down,
immediately my hand came up and grabbed my
necklace. As soon as my fingers touched the ring,
calmness spread throughout me.
I took a deep breath and exhaled slowly. I
looked over to my nightstand to see it was only four in
the morning. I still had a few hours before I had to be
up for work in the morning.
Looking back down to my closed fist, I slowly
opened it up to see the Irish Claddagh. A brief flash of
my grandma smiling at me while holding my hand that
held the ring came before my eyes. It slowly faded from
view, and my mind braced for the inevitable panic to
sweep in.
Only, it didn’t.
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I felt the sorrow, I felt sad, but I found the
happiness in the memory I had once lost. I remembered
what I loved about it and held on to it. I didn’t try to
lock it away. For if I did, then I would be locking her
away with it.
I didn’t want that. I wanted my grandma by my
side no matter what. My eyes drifted to the ring in my
hand. I wasn’t alone, I had never been alone. The
simple thought gave me the same sense of security her
laughs used to give me.
Then I realized it: I could get through this.
Directing my attention above me, looking up to
the ceiling and eventually to the sky, I smiled. Just hold
on.
Three simple words to remember; three simple
words that would help me get through this. In return, I
sent her back three words that I couldn’t express
enough.
“Thank you, Grandma.”
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Men shaking hands
CURTIS NASH

See two old men reach
in the dark to clasp hands.
See them, palm to palm,
warm with sweat and strong
grips as each stands their ground.
Together their hands shake
in this ritual. This is what men
do when they meet. They wrap
their purlicues within their fists
and all boys have to learn this. Even
when the grip is too strong
you look up when a man shakes
your hand. His eyes will always
look into yours as a challenge
like wet German Shepherds who growl
eye to eye when off their leash
behind the gym at the YMCA
so you have to do it. You have to look
back at them. You have to ignore
the pain if their hand’s grip is off
and their strength squeezes and crushes.
If there is pleasure watch the fixtures
overhead sway. Look away when changing
clothes because the pink naked
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skin makes you blush. Be a man
and don’t be embarrassed, no girls
are allowed in this room to see
you like this—weak, cowering, kneeling
to pray for the shaking to cease.
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Playground
JINGRU RUAN
“There comes a time in each life like a point of fulcrum.
At that time, you must accept yourself.
It is not any more what you will become.
It is what you are and always will be.”
----John Fowles, <The Magus>
There was a time,
I was still wearing my school uniform,
walking with my friend on the playground.
The playground was still yellow,
I felt I was going to get tuberculosis
when wind blew the yellow sand.
We walked, talked and laughed,
round and round along the track,
greeted people without uniforms,
“Greetings, teacher!”
“Greetings, teacher!”
Eleven years after I graduated these grounds,
I pass by the school on Jiangbin Street,
once again, and find myself standing
on the playground, which no longer fills with yellow
sand.
Instead, it has been covered in rubber.
I walk along the track,
with no one by my side,
encountering a boy with same old uniform,
he is walking towards me, and saying,
“Greetings, teacher!”
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Sepia
on a particular memory
KATE BENDELE

Snapshots in time made of oceans and green
Washing waves over a forgotten waif.
Seagulls and sand and a shadow unseen
Here in the shallows my memory is safe.
Sifting my hand through the seeds of the shore
Furrowing blankly as lines give to curves
Missive erased by the ocean’s roar
Yet I remember the message and words.
Too long since I heard the mirth of your laugh
Too long ago did we trace through the sand
And burned in my mind is the photograph
Of that long ago when I held your hand
I'd have braved the sea if only I knew
How precious it'd be: this memory of you.
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Twiceyoung
ELIJAH VANDINE
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The Kingdom Lost in Time
MERRIL THOMPSON
“Good morning, Worm your honor.
The crown will plainly show
The prisoner who now stands before you
Was caught red-handed showing feelings,
Showing feelings of an almost human nature;
This will not do.”
Pink Floyd
The king still sits high in the mighty castle.
Frail, unable to stand, he still remains on his throne.
Amish now drive by in hot rods playing tunes in the
form of mp3, while the guards sit on horses staring,
afraid; well they might as well be. The town still
obsessed with TV land dreams, doing their best to
remain 0’s and 1’s; never to go beyond binary, and
never to know 2 or 3. The youth who do not know of
the outside world become thieves and beggars, living
off stale breads and expired goods, often dining on the
already half-eaten. The festival has come yet again; it
comes year after year, bringing the smell of a hundredgallon pot of burning oil and grease and lard. The
thieves and beggars get their spiteful vengeance by
bringing overpriced trinkets; they sell you unhealthy
food for profit as you blissfully have fun. The park is
large and beautiful with wildlife so close you can touch;
they never bring the festival back there so it remains so
pure. There is a pond, scattered with litter, in the back,
a special place where young lovers lay; where the spirit
drinkers play; where the stoners get stoned; the crack
heads with their crack; where the preacher goes because
he doesn’t want the public to know he likes men; where
children giggle at dirty magazines left by a passing
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vagabond from Detroit who claimed to be Gene
Simmons.
Just outside the walls, in the farming area, there
stands a mighty arena that few know about. There you
launched dirtballs and water bombs with battle cries,
exploring the woods and coming home with mosquito
bites, poison ivy and a tick on your ass. The festival in
town has nothing on the festivities here; racing wagons
with no wheels, pissing contests, and a belching
contest; first prize winner gets to be Optimus Prime!
Weird things happen at night in this land of no man,
haunted houses and visions of zombies creep across the
landscape outside with every shadow, with a ghastly
sound in the wind. Boys talk of breasts, girls whisper
about butts. All of the things they don’t want you to say
is said here, and those who said it are just as pure as all
the rest. What makes it special here is that it is not the
kingdom, away from the king’s men and their paranoid
eyes, those who say you can’t because the Devil is
trying to persuade you.
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Watching Maxfield Parrish’s “The Lantern
Bearers,” Safely. Sipping Coffee.
CURTIS NASH

We see it now.
We see the ones we dress
in clothes clownishly oversized,
in combat against the thing we fear
the most—dark.
Not just dark, but the lack
of light, the empty cold
chill of the void in the stream
of our blood and bones.
The chill can be beaten
back with the children and lanterns-the void can be filled with swarming
yellow light.
We see it now.
We see the ones
in clownish battle fatigues,
gathered together, looking back
to see us cower.
They see. They know.
The lanterns swinging in their grasp
show them they control the thing we fear
the most—dark.
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Complains About Herself
ERIKA EISENMANN

After Gregory Pardlo
I was born in a barn house, full of jaundice and
apologies,
Pepto Bismol in a smile of self-pity.
I was born to the drip of a leaky faucet and the sound
a cat makes under a tire, a screen door closing.
I was born in three pieces, like a suit, like a panorama,
like Some Assembly Required if you want a
functioning academic.
I have pockets in my shoes, and laces on my dresses,
and my socks are uncertain who they match anymore.
Aren’t I jazz, sweet lemonade, and swallowing applecider vinegar
at three am to keep bitterness in the dark of my closet
space? I was born
to give three blessings, and ate more than my share,
took candy from pleasant strangers. I was born
a bittersweet child, fond of chocolate and
psychoanalysis in a word,
in a world where the problem is silence,
silence between the cracks in commercials,
between cars, all packed tight in parking garages,
tight like our waist bands and the pinched lines
in our faces, the stingy millennials who give
everything for a place to wipe their feet,
and to call somebody “home.” I was born
to sweep the dust of the worldly fears I swallow,
and I call myself Nervous when I am alone
in my spacesuit called Anxiety.
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Dutch Elm
RANDI BOYD

Squatting
on the curb, chubby hands pressed
between our knees,
my three year old brother,
my six year old self.
Captivated.
Our neighbor's tree
disfigured by disease,
dismantled, chainsaw slicing through limbs
like a kitchen knife through soft butter.
Gaping hole takes its place,
crammed with wood flakes.
remnants of a life,
long since surrendered.
Matchbox choked
with shavings;
we parade our
makeshift casket home.
Our mother soothes,
"Not able to fight off sickness
and so it died."
She proposes
a “burial at sea.”
Stocky legs challenged,
single file behind our beacona funeral procession
to our backyard brook.
Squatting
in the shallow stream,
toes submerged,
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britches wet,
my three year old brother,
my six year old self.
Spellbound.
Cardboard casket
adorned with sequins
sails, spins, sinks.
We three watch:
iridescent dragonflies land,
our heads become helipads.
Silver minnows swarm.
Spirits lift.
Like the elm:
not able
to fight off sickness
and so they died.
One by bullet, too early,
the other by booze, too late.
I carry their dusty
baggage with me
wherever I go.
Sorting through
their memories;
fragile, funny.
Needing my sons
to know them.
Squatting
in Maumee Bay,
toes submerged,
jeans wet,
my grownup family
surrounds me.
Mournful.
Ashes swirling,
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dissolving. Remnants
of lives
long since surrendered.
Iridescent fish break
the water's surface.
Spirits lift.
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Summer Storm
SHANNON LIVENGOOD
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Augustin
PAIGE OSBORNE

The moment David Morris took up work as a
guard in a good sized prison nestled in the sweltering
summer hills of Tennessee, he saw a problem. Well,
maybe not a problem for him, more like a peculiarity.
He was an intelligent man, at least according to every
test he ever took, but as his mother always told him, “A
high IQ don’t mean nothing, didn’t get you anywhere.”
When his new boss was showing him the cells, he knew
it wouldn’t lead anywhere but still he said, “Funny with
the rafters in there. What if one of ‘em hangs from it?”
“What do you think? You take them down
then.”
A long while after this encounter, he was
smoking in the parking lot, leaned up against his old
truck. This navy blue truck whose paint had been
chipped and worn by sun, rain, and the gnawing of
time. His morning break had almost come to an end. It
was summer once again; the air so hot and heavy he
could see it hanging in waves over the asphalt. A
mangy mutt caked in mud came wandering about the
parking lot looking for shade. He was so thin and
fragile looking, like he could break as easily as a
toothpick. “Git outta here!” David slammed the dog in
the side with his weighted boot. Still in one piece, to the
man’s surprise, the stray howled in pain. He ran off
back into the hills. David tossed his cigarette, grinded it
into the ground and—armed with both weapon and
mettle—returned inside.
The secretary greeted him with a meaningless
smile at the front desk. Shelby was a slight and wiry
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blonde, with the sweetest doe eyes and a voice like
lemon sanded in sugar. He had once told her, “This
isn’t any place for a lady.” She had so sourly said,
“There isn’t much place at all with everyone fleeing
this good-for-nothing town,” and on that they agreed.
All his other colleagues mostly ignored him and talked
amongst themselves, which was fine with David, since
sometimes his words came out like jumbled garbage.
There were times they asked him out for a drink, and he
was always up for a drink.
Ambling in the corridor between the cells, he
was nearly deafened by the roar and rhapsody of the
prisoners. Each of them had something dirty to say or a
nasty look to wear like envious face paint, and it was
good. They gave David a reason, a reason to beat them,
a reason to taunt them. It gave him a way to release all
this pent up emotion that soured in his belly. If he beat
one of them, he wasn’t going to go home and beat his
wife. He wasn’t going to yell at her in front of his
daughter for being high all the goddamn time. He really
didn’t want to. So the prisoners clambered through the
bars, just the way he liked them too.
Except one: the quiet one. Simon was a man
with skin like darkened leather, almost twice David’s
age, who had been locked up going on ten years for
robbing a gas station down in Jackson. He must have
checked out long ago, because there wasn’t a thing that
anyone could do to rile a response from him. He sat
quietly in his cell, reading books from morning to night.
He irritated David beyond words. The guard
despised this man. He could rattle the bars, yell
profanities, and threaten Simon all he wanted, but it
would be meaningless. How dare he. How dare he
ignore him. How dare he not give him his reason. That
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criminal deserved it. The sight of the recluse boiled his
blood. David could not, would not bear the idea of this
prisoner acting as if he was above him. Day after day, it
ate at him. Once again, he could feel those teeth sinking
into his flesh as he stood in front of Simon’s cell,
glaring as the older man sat upright on the bed, buried
in his book. He reached out to unlock the door.
A roach crawling up his arm pulled David away
from his maddening desires. He cursed, swatting it
away. The bugs, the bugs had gotten worse since he
started here and now a roach always seemed to be on
him one way or another. His skin crawled with them.
Come mid-day, the prisoners were out in the
yard. The yard was more than a yard, it was an arena
for a brawl or a contraband market; activities that were
impermissible but allowed to fester under the
indifference of this shoddy system. Simon was not
amongst this sea of chaos. He had always been allowed
to stay in his cell, never leaving the safety of that cage.
But today he was forced out. The whole prison was
being debugged, and another guard dragged Simon out
by force and left him flat on his back.
Vulnerable in the yard, with the harsh sun
beating down and the scum and filth mulling about like
demons in the minds of zealots, the hulking figures
creeping toward him were just shadows behind the
brightness of a star. Their harsh voices unfurled from
aged throats as they neared the silent man, the man
whose dark eyes glistened with fear for the past and
resignation for the future. Maybe Simon looked at
someone the wrong way, maybe it was all “good fun,”
but he was mauled. David just watched. And when it
was all said and done, David dragged him back to his
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cell and left him there, a bruised, bloodied mess. The
way he should be, as a reason.
Chest lighter and mind cleared, David went
home to his tiny house barely visible at dusk. Sarah was
passed out on the couch; high, judging by the smell.
The baby was yowling, shaking the bars of her crib,
grinding on his last nerve like a prisoner gone mad. He
got a drink and went to bed. Before midnight, he got a
call to come back in to work. There’d been a suicide
attempt. And apparently, they took these things much
more seriously than he’d been led to believe.
It was Simon, who tied his starchy white sheets
round his neck and onto the rafter. He was yanked
down before he could finish the job. This pool of
disappointment and frustration reared its ugly head
again. It bit at David again and again, devouring any
clarity in his mind. He needed to finish Simon, before
he was eaten alive.
So, he gathered up more bed sheets behind
others backs and went into Simon’s cell. The older man
was lying on the bare cot. His eyes, dark like black
coffee, glistened as he stared at the ceiling wordlessly.
He didn’t acknowledge the guard. With an irritated
growl, David lunged at him, wielding the sheets and
intending to string him up himself. He hollered, “Do it
right, boy!”
He ended up face down on an empty bed. Simon
was nowhere in sight. Marveling at the impossibility of
the whole situation, David searched high and low in the
cell. There was no one else there. Except for, at first, a
single roach the size of a silver dollar charging at him
with tiny sticky legs. Then another and another, until he
was wading in a sea of bugs. Panicked, the guard
climbed onto the solitary chair to escape them, yet they
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followed up the chair legs. He was stranded. He knew
they would kill him, they would eat at him. They would
devour him whole. So, he fastened the bed sheets onto
the rafter above and attempted to escape. There’s no
passing that stone ceiling, so the only comfort was the
familiar darkness of his wretched mind.
That’s why, the next morning, they found
security guard David Morris hanging from the rafter of
an empty cell. The cell had been abandoned the day
before, after Simon North was released from prison
after serving ten years for armed robbery. Officially,
they called it illness. If you ask the secretary, Shelby
Parker, she’ll tell you it must have been the regret of a
drunk, a coward, and a wife beater. Nobody thought it
was roaches. Who would’ve? How ridiculous.
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Main Attraction
KATE BENDELE

I closed my eyes and drew
all that is me: a tight orange ball
with azure pressing from above
and below
no room to move
no space to breathe
a place of nothingness that is
much
too
crowded.
Put on display
people pass by
and tell me what I feel
what it all means
my art
my soul
interpreted for me
by a gallery I have never met
and will never care about.
This crescent will become
a symbol of future
and the past will be washed away
wished away
till the anger is cleansed
rebranded
given mass appeal
and my creation sold for the low low price
of my dignity.
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Deep Time
LAUREN SHANK

the depth
of time
is
heavy the
turn of
love is
heavy
the
weight of
my heart
is light
the river
is
black the
river was
yesterday
(the water
is young)
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Willow
SHANNON LIVENGOOD
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Safety Zone
WANDA SOBOTA

You might find it if you wander
onto a backroad where the dust kicks up
if you go too fast. Careful, you’ll collect
glares from the neighbors. No one likes
a mouthful of dust on a summer day.
Off the left of the dead end, beyond
the overgrown fencerow sits
the abandoned farmhouse, stripped
of its possessions.
You can almost tell it was white, with a wrap-around
porch, magnet for loud conversations and competing
jabs on holidays.
You see the hooks of the porch swing that caught
late afternoon breezes, and on warm summer days you
could hear
the snap of the bat and who will get elected
to find the lost home run in the field across
the road from the front yard
which gave way to
Pines galore
lined up like soldiers
eager to battle the wind and snow.
Now they’ve succumbed to age,
one by one, like dad’s missing teeth
diseased and dead,
extracted.
Willows wept
like Mom’s quiet soul,
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messy, weak,
swaying with the forces
‘til grandkids stopped coming
to play and weave.
Mulberry, strong, anchored, twisted,
spewing, prolific,
promising to always be there,
like my sister,
‘til age and splits
then lightning brought her down,
no longer guarding our home.
The wear on the house is clearly shown
Cracks, gaps, sagging skin
surrendering to age.
Exposed,
no longer cushioned against the world.
You’d be right if you thought she was tired of being
tired,
but she has no choice but to fend for herself.
And it doesn’t matter how long you wait, or how hard
you press
your ears against the ground,
the laughter isn’t coming back.
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Solitary
ALICIA SHUPE

The cool breeze taps on my shoulder with a
persistence previously unmatched by any of the
elements. White-hot pain, the result of joints which
have been asked to support the whole of my frame
against the concrete floor, creeps up my back, up my
neck, and into my shoulders. The searing pains in every
muscle should have been enough to wake me, and
honestly, it did break my sleep, but defiance had
managed to keep my eyes closed. Until now. A new
blast of cold wind screams through the opening which
pretends to be a window; pretends because the glass
was broken out years before I came to live in the
Tower. What once housed stained-glass panes fit for a
cathedral is now nothing more than a gaping, archshaped hole in the wall. The stones, which had been
warm in the summer sun, are now bone-chilling. The
pile of feathers and straw, which had served as a
makeshift pillow, has mostly blown away leaving my
poor arm as a shabby replacement. What little comfort
was granted me in the shape of a threadbare blanket has
been lost too, as the blanket’s true nature has been
revealed. My blanket, my constant companion on these
frigid nights, is nothing more than a moth-eaten
remnant of a burlap sack.
Dawn has barely broken when I give in to the
urging of my body and force myself to sit up straight.
The first streams of early light illuminate the circular
room, which is both home and hell to me. It’s been ten
years since I came to this place. In that time, I’ve
watched in the dirty, broken mirror of the antique
vanity which occupies the wall opposite my window, as
my previously slim figure transformed into a gaunt
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approximation of itself. Slender features in a delicate
face have given way to sharp cheekbones, sunken eyes,
and a sallow pallor. Breakfast, when there is breakfast,
consists of a watery gruel I pretend started its life as
oatmeal. I think the truth is that it is something closer to
milk which has been thickened with flour and maybe a
protein mixture of some kind. I can see fresh apples
growing on the tree beneath my window, but one has
never appeared on my tray.
On my first night in the castle, I was introduced
to the Master of the Mansion. He sat quietly in his
blood-colored, leather, high-backed chair, the
dimensions of which made a convincing argument for
calling it a throne. I had heard the stories, of course, of
the beast who ruled the castle on the hill, but, like most
people in my neighborhood, I assumed they were cruel
rumors about a reclusive, eccentric homeowner who no
one really knew or gave a chance. The day of my
capture, I’d grabbed the gigantic bronze lion’s head on
the heavy mahogany door and knocked. Determined to
prove my neighbors wrong about the “beast,” I had
brought a basket full of muffins and cookies and was
wearing a warm smile. But no one answered the door,
and after twenty minutes of knocking and waiting, my
arms were tired and my hands were cold; I gave up.
Treading through the heavy, wet snow, down the
winding driveway that led back downhill and into the
town, I noticed not for the first time that day how heavy
the sky was. Everything was blanketed in gray and
white, ice and snow. Everything except the rosebush at
the end of this driveway. A single white rose still
bloomed on the bush. I picked it, and I haven’t picked
another flower since. The next thing I knew, I was
facing the Master of the Castle in his den.
Ashamed of myself, embarrassed by how our
first meeting was occurring, and a little afraid of the
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mysterious servant who had ushered me into the castle
and in front of the Master, I found myself struggling to
meet his eyes. But I couldn’t avoid seeing his claws,
which dug into the plush rug spread in front of the
fireplace like a child digs his toes in the sand. The silky
brown hair on his feet disappeared beneath the cuff of
his pants. His legs were slender but visibly powerful,
even hidden inside his impeccable three-piece suit.
The thick silence of the room was suffocating,
and the heat from the fireplace was lapping at my skin,
causing me to sweat. Slowly, I peeled my eyes from the
talons on his feet and made my way up to his perfectly
dimpled necktie. It matched the steely grey of the
pressed pocket square tucked into his left breast pocket
exactly. Before I could convince myself to press on and
make eye contact, a flicker of motion near the floor
caught my attention. A slender, furry tail, much like
that of a lion, snaked out from behind his leg and
swished against the rug as though it were a hand
reaching down to lovingly stroke a dear pet.
My chest was tight with panic, and the sweat
forming on my back had turned to the cold sweat of
terror. I couldn’t take my eyes off of the tail. The deep,
soothing voice of a man purred in front of me. “Do you
know who I am?” the voice inquired.
“N-No,” I stuttered.
“Of course, you do,” he snorted dismissively,
“or have children suddenly stopped spreading nasty
rumors and hurtful lies? Is that it? Have all
schoolchildren evolved beyond telling stories and
spreading gossip?”
“W-What?” I stammered again, “What? No. Of
course, I heard rumors about the owner of this castle
while I was at school, but those were just stories. Madeup stories meant to torment kids into behaving, right?”
This time, my eyes rushed to his face. To my surprise,
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his face was friendly, open, and beautiful. A smile crept
across the lower portion, and his eyes blazed like
sapphire flames; fiery and dangerous. His closely
cropped golden curls reflected the dancing firelight
behind me. The heat in my cheeks drove my eyes back
down to the floor.
“But you didn’t learn to behave, did you?” he
sneered.
“Yes.”
“No,” he drawled, dragging out the last letter,
“No, you didn’t. You’re a thief. Do you know what
happens to thieves?”
“But I’m not a thief!” I protested, “I was
bringing you muffins and cookies and—”
“And stealing my rose,” he hissed. “I don’t
tolerate thieves on my property. I stay in my castle, I
mind my business, I ask nothing of anyone except that
they don’t wander onto my property and steal from me.
That’s not so unreasonable. Is it?” his voice boomed. In
a second, he leapt from his chair and was whisking me
off my feet and over his shoulder.
“N-No, I—”
“You will be spending some time in the Tower
until you’ve learned how to behave.”
“You can’t do that!” I screamed, slamming my
tiny fists against his broad shoulders.
“Of course, I can. You’re my prisoner,” he
growled.
That was the last time I laid eyes on the Master.
He deposited me in the Tower, slammed the heavy
wooden door behind himself, and disappeared. I’ve
kept track of time by counting the sunrises and sunsets,
scratching a line for each day into the soft wood of the
antique vanity’s legs. It has been ten years. In all of that
time, I have never seen the Master again.
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In the distance, on the steps outside the door to
my cell, I can hear the shuffling of little feet. Breakfast
is coming today. Each time I have eaten, my meal has
been delivered by a tiny creature I’ve come to know
only as Sylvie. I suppose some might consider her to be
an elf or a goblin, but I doubt either of those monikers
is exactly correct to describe Sylvie. If you look at her
quickly, she passes for a very small human; a child
even. But I don’t think she has aged a day in the ten
years I’ve known her, and, if you look closely, it is easy
to tell that the tips of her ears are just a little too pointed
to be human. If I had to guess, I’d say she’s a
descendant of fairies. Not that I believe in magic or
fairies, much, but spending ten years as the prisoner of
a lion man is bound to test the limits of one’s reality.
What I do know for certain about Sylvie is that
her green eyes twinkle like Christmas lights when she
has a secret, secrets which she can never keep, and she
is proud of the fact that she is the Master’s “favorite
servant.” Once, about three years ago, Sylvie let me out
of my cell to wander the castle with her. She wouldn’t
tell me where the Master was, just that he was “out”.
While we walked through the halls and each of the
grand rooms, Sylvie told me stories about the Master
and the other servants.
“There is a rose,” she told me in hushed
whispers as we padded softly through the library, “A
rose which lives, suspended, in a class case. Master
keeps it locked up somewhere in the castle, he doesn’t
tell anyone where. Sometimes it’s the west wing,
sometimes the east. Sometimes he just holds the case
for days, afraid something or someone might happen to
it.”
“Why? What’s significant about one rose?” I
asked, sincerely interested by her story, “Other than the
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fact that it can wreck your life for seven years,” I added
in a muttered tone.
Sylvie stopped and stood still as a statue before
meeting my eyes and replying, “But the rose controls
everything. If the rose dies, we all die.”
I felt my eyes grow as I stared at her in equal
parts incredulity and horror. “If that’s true, why isn’t
the rose in water?” I yelped slightly louder than I meant
to.
“Shhh,” Sylvie scolded, “No one can know that
I told you any of this. The rose doesn’t need water to
live. It’s enchanted. One petal falls off each time the
Master makes a decision that is devious, selfish, evil, or
otherwise amoral. Two petals fell off when he
imprisoned you.”
“Then why doesn’t he let me go?” I hissed,
unable to conceal my growing frustration and anger.
“Because we can’t tell him what makes the
petals fall off. He has to learn to make the right
decisions for himself.” Sylvie took a few more steps
deeper into the library before stopping again and
placing her hand on my arm, “Molly, there’s only two
petals left on the rose.” Her emerald eyes held mine
with fear and vulnerability. On the way back to my cell,
we were quiet, but her word rattled inside my mind, “If
the rose dies, we all die.”
The hand-carved, oak door of my cell creeps
inward as the rusty hinges groan in protest. I barely
look up, busily marking down another day on the
vanity’s leg, but after minutes of silence, it dawns on
me that Sylvie hasn’t come in with a tray of gruel. My
door never opens unless food is coming in or Sylvie is
sneaking me out. Jumping to my feet, I rush to the door
and poke my head out to find her.
The scene in the polished, marble hallway
causes my blood to freeze, and the scream escapes my
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lips before I can choke it back. Little Sylvie’s hand is
pressed against my door, her body weight leaning
against it to shove it open; her body, however, has
turned to stone. Up and down the hall, servants I’ve
never met are frozen into stone likenesses of
themselves, caught unaware and in mid-action. The
housekeeper is perched on a small ladder, her hands
frozen to the drapes she was pulling down to clean. One
of the many what I assume are groundskeepers stands
mere feet away from her with his head lifted towards
her face, as though they were having a conversation.
His hedge clippers stick out of his hand at a dangerous
angle into the hall. On and on it goes, as I pass more
members of the staff, permanently affixed to various
rooms in the house.
Behind the last large door that I manage to bully
open, I find the Master’s bedroom. Heavy drapes block
out every trace of light, but I can make out the shapes
of a grand, four-post bed, a dressing bench resting at the
bed’s foot, and an armchair in the corner, by what must
be the windows. Pulling back the drapes to let in
sunlight, I discover the Master, face down in his bed.
Unlike the servants, his skin is not made of stone, but
remains flesh. The claws and hair I’d seen on his feet
years before are gone, and I can’t see a tail anywhere on
his back side. Slowly, I make my way toward the bed,
calling out to him as I go.
“Sir? Sir.” No response. Careful not to startle
him, I place a hand on his shoulder. I’d rather not see
him again. Every instinct I have is telling me to seize
this opportunity to run, but Sylvie was the closest thing
to a friend I’ve had in this place. Someone should tell
him that his staff has turned to statues. “Sir?” I call
again. His skin is cold to the touch. Shoving his arm
just a little harder, I manage to roll him over and reveal
his eyes are open and his lips are blue. In his arms, he’s
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clutching a glass dome. Inside the dome, the wilted
stem of what must’ve been his rose. The last browning
petal has fallen off in the bed beside him.
“If the rose dies, we all die,” Sylvie had said.
My heart is thundering in my ears. I feel like I
should know what to do next, but my mind is an empty
field. The sound of a car horn blasting by my face
shakes me from my daze. I don’t remember walking out
of the castle, but I find myself wandering into the street
outside its gates. Free at last.
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Solace
COLE BRUICK

So this is the world you didn't even
get to say goodbye to
because your life exploded, compounded,
became more complicated than you had ever expected.
And you'd hope to find the same comfort in your youth,
because lately there's been no time for it in your life,
or their "prosperous" agenda
Driving north there are less trees and more people,
more clueless population, more development,
sort of like you had a shitty hand
in a bad poker game, lost all your chips,
and had to cash in.
The road has been redone, it's smooth, and consistent.
You always knew you were getting close when
you’d hit four potholes a minute...
but now you're not so sure.
You go faster, there's little to take in,
fewer bumps create less of a heartbeat.
Getting off the highway there's still no sign
of that rural sand and lake life you so wondrously
adore.
Gas stations and superstores litter the once sandy soil,
now wet and dense with commercialism,
selling t-shirts and knick-knacks more beautiful than
the landscape
There's too many people.
There's too many emotions flying through your head.
There's too much.
When you graduated high school you drove north
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to get away from the pain and frustration.
That local market in an old barn on the right,
not a mile before you had to turn west towards the lake,
had the best baked bread.
With little chunks of apple or blueberries,
you bought one for the weekend and went back for two
more
for breakfast for however long it'd last just to remind
you of the solace the woods brought
when you woke up every morning.
You remember this Marathon situated right at the
entrance to the forest,
the landmark to point you towards your personal
paradise.
It was surrounded by a larger parking lot,
caked and coated by a mix of sand and gravel
that kicked up dust that clung to the vehicles
of whoever rolled in in search of some adventure.
The overpriced gas on that digitized sign made you
laugh
because you knew you could get it cheaper but the
people
who ran the joint were too damn nice that time you
locked your keys in your car.
The smell of overpriced pizza littered the mini mart;
you swore to yourself you'd never buy it but hey,
it rained, the wood got wet, you can't make a fire,
what are you going to do?
You tore down that chip and seal road like
a mad man on the search for an answer
to whatever question ailed your mind whenever you
went.
With pines waving at you from both sides,
their smell pushing you onwards,
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pushing you towards where your heart rests.
When road turns to sand, you can't go more than
10 miles an hour or you'll ruin your shocks.
An inconvenience to time but time never existed there.
You'd walk the beach all day, talk to anyone you'd
meet,
and make friends to last a lifetime.
Smoke some dope, drink a little (or a lot), and eat like a
king.
You'd sprint naked, bare-boned down the beach at night
after bathing in that cool, crisp water that revived your
soul.
The stars would sing to your eyes,
a symphony of white fire, burning hot desire to know
you,
the real you.
The northern lights just made a peek if you were paying
close attention,
tears of joy green in the reflection.
There was never anything to hide. Nothing to shy away
from.
But what are your tears now? Not of joy but of grief.
Where did the trees go? Why do they no longer shade
the coming and going of wounded souls?
The branches and leaves no longer rustle in the wind,
they creak and moan in agony as to what's happened,
a cry for help too long ignored.
No pines line the road, no old friends to urge you on.
Smoke and the smell of burning metal push you back,
but you keep going in, pulled by some invisible force of
disbelief.
The savior Marathon no longer exists,
competition and democracy drove it to the ground.
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The gas pumps and pizza oven replaced with
office buildings, parking lots, and billboards.
The chip and seal road has been paved and widened
for industry, production, and what they call progress.
You can't walk in the sand barefoot anymore
without fear of cutting open your feet.
The dirt, wet sand, brown leaves, and twig mix
that once stayed between your toes months after you
visited
has been littered with shards of glass and metal.
The dune grass that held the beach together burned up
with the ferns of the forest floor,
and now the sand you called your friend beats at your
legs
in a plea for help, a plea for the good times
You can't see your toes in the water anymore,
it's turned murky and brown;
it no longer laps at your feet and bids you a greeting;
instead it squirms as it's touched, revolting against you.
You break down to your knees in defeat and fury at
night
when the only stars you see are safety lights on
buildings on the shore,
throwing up contest to the timeless light above.
You heart rested here and you didn't even get to say
goodbye.
So where do you go? Where do you hide from the pain
that burns at your chest like a dagger on fire?
That makes your tears boil...
There must be something left in this world.
This can't be all there is.
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Wire Bridges
REBECCA SIPPEL

So much relies
On the red sparks that burst out of the wires
Connecting us together,
As endless rows of houses and roads
Separate
The connection that has just been noticed
We will only hear the final drafts
Of the songs that we sing to each other
But I don’t want to have to explain the meaning,
And you may not understand on your own
I have become an island,
And these sparks are all we have left
To use as ships for carrying precious flowers
Until the wires no longer bridge the gap
Between
Now and Later.
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Dream vs. Nightmare
HAYLEY MOORE
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Dream vs. Nightmare
HAYLEY MOORE
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Masquerade
ASHLEY BAUM

I.
A faceless mass
of a thousand masks
all hiding beneath
painted smiles.
Polished and perfect
dressed in silks
draped in pearls—
The lights were dim
the acoustics rang
and the room was
alive.
II.
They danced
with dizzy feet
and flutes in hand.
High on laughter
drunk on lust—
They waltzed on
without care.
As the scent of champagne
enriched the air.
III.
As the music elevated,
an inseparable pair
joined the floor.
Matched
porcelain white faces
in ebony black attire.
Her laugh hypnotic
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his stature enduring—
They were lost
and found
within one another.
IV.
A lone waiter
concealed in black
with a veil to match,
bore a tray with drinks to spare.
He was eloquent
intertwining
his way through the crowd.
One by one
he quenched their thirst
and with a hidden smirk,
he came upon
the white masked couple.
V.
Drinks in hand
the couple swayed
in a locked embrace—
The masked man left
he did not return
for quite a while…
Hours lingered
drinks diminished
she grew worried.
Though the crowd had thinned
the music continued to roar
as nightfall crept closer.
A man in ebony black
with a white mask
appeared once more.
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VI.
She rejoiced
and pulled him near
as he whispered,
“Let’s get out of here.”
She snatched his hand
he followed her out
as he took a final glance around—
He abandoned
his blood-smeared
black veil
behind their path.
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Home
SO-YOUNG AHN
Blue, black river kept its silence, hides its all-knowing
secrets
I jumped into icy water in bitter cold night so dark.
Sky with face of grey sprinkled soggy rain like snow.
Rough barking came close as sharp whistle tore through
thin sheet of silence.
Something unbearably hot trailed down my face as I
dove into blackness.
Water always waving in shades of blackish blue, abyss
deep.
Sharp gust of wind spoiled my wet hair as I reached
hard dry land.
Woods were always filled with green haired giants
wearing brown.
Looked back once to say farewell to the world I have
belonged to.
Narrow eyed moon glared my path as if it wished me to
fail as I set my
road to the end of the world, in search of another world
that I’d like to call home.
Winter was not yet over.
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Shadow
SHANNON LIVENGOOD
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Arabian Horses
LAUREN LAWRENCE

“True nostalgia is an ephemeral composition
of disjointed memories.”
-Florence King
A stretched bridle path led
to my grandmother’s, where I once stayed
and so did my grandfather and the horses, the cats, the
mice.
The sun brushed against me
saying hello in the morning
through the colossal glass windows in the living room.
I played with my toys and even the cat that
sacrificed her body to me as I dragged her
to and from the new places that I embed
in my dreams around here.
A jungle gym to me
inside and out to the barn filled with
every bird and creature to overstay their welcome.
The horses seemed everlasting like the days
as I stroked their peach fuzzed nozzles
and tugged on their coarse manes.
They whinnied to the wind whistling
through the pine trees that snaked around the pond
underneath the hill where we would go sledding
when the snow skipped down
on my pure wool mittens.
It coated the paddle boat lodged in the earth’s soft soil
that guided us to and from the edges
of the lily padded water keeping us afloat
in the summer.
Acres of land for the horses I rode
and the gator we would drive
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and I would climb in the grain pit enclosed
by the metal box hugging all the millions of sweet horse
grain
made of molasses, corn, oats, and wheat
which tricked me like the world,
smelling of sweet vanilla
that I tasted to spit back out.
My grandmother doesn’t live there anymore
and neither does my grandfather,
but the mice and the birds do
and we took the sweet grain with us because
the horses still love it,
although it’s not as sweet as it once smelled.
In their new location, they became familiar
just as I did when I moved.
Doing the cleaning for my grandparents here and there
while the mice now speak a different language
and the birds sing a bitter sweet melody,
but the wind doesn’t whistle like it did
through the pines.
It only hums the old tunes like my dreams now,
reminding us the days keeps trekking
faster than they used to and
we keep setting our alarm clocks
for the same time every morning.
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The Food Bank
MERRIL THOMPSON

Downtown, there is a place where many people
from different nations populate a line that wraps around
a warehouse built to aid the poor. Many of them show
up the night before, placing boxes on the ground to
signify their place, eager to feed on free goods handed
out by volunteers. On winter days, when the wind
delivers ice straight to the bone, people still gather by
the masses and wait, and wait. Children play, parents
wait; judges roll past on the nearby highway, watching
with a disgusted look at the pathetic site of poor
bastards who can’t do it for themselves.
The people stand for hours, waiting for the
doors to open to their salvation and aid. When the doors
open, United States Marines cart out gallons of hot
chocolate, coffee, snacks, and toys for children. Eager
to serve their country, they toil for hours without asking
for a thing in return; when they retire, they will be
joining this line.
Inside the building, the people are greeted by
friendly Christians, students, volunteer fireman and
police officers, Muslims, Jewish; many cultures, oh and
a few judges. You can tell they are judges; they look at
the poor with stares that speak louder than words. The
people are handed expired foods, near rotting
vegetables, freezer burnt meats, a heavy load of cakes,
and unhealthy, low quality foods manufactured to feed
the ignorantly bliss. They accept these gifts, some with
joy, some with judgement, and others compelled to
complain about the goods handed to them free of
charge. But in the end, they walk away with a pantry
full of expired food products; stuff the FDA wouldn’t
dare allow on store shelves.
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At home, after the visit, they spend hours
sorting through the food, like parents sorting candy on
Halloween. Mountains of food thrown away because
the stores couldn’t sell it, so why not give it to the
poor? They can cut off the moldy pieces. That fruit can
still be half eaten, the hard bread with the green spots
could probably be used, and that curdling in the expired
milk can be filtered out with a spoon. They have free
healthcare, so why not? Is there any harm in it? The
judges don’t care because they think these people are
lazy, pathetic, stupid animals. They’ll get MRSA
(Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus) from all
of that food and die, and that will leave more 60-inch
televisions for the judges to buy; so, fuck it, why not,
right?
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To Mr. H____
CURTIS NASH

I can wear these clothes
like I picked them out myself.
I go through the boxes
your daughter pushes into her living room.
I have a new job now, teaching at the Community
College,
and need shirts to wear with ties,
pants that match different looks
beyond torn jeans and hooded sweatshirts.
These button-down shirts with crisscross patterns
and elastic waistbands on the pants
almost fit, and will if I don’t pull them
up too high. Your youngest daughter, Mr. H__,
the wild one, is looking after your things.
She is responsible now, wistful and pleased
that the clothes you wore will be used.
Dad would want that, she says.
No need to waste a perfectly good wardrobe.
In her living room I model them. The pants with
flannel
lining the inside, and the shined shoes to match,
and the t-shirts. They all fit when I put them on.
The t-shirts, from the Korean War Memorial,
the POW reunions, I will wear them proudly,
and be careful to get my stains on the front.
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If other members of the 64th Devil Dogs see me,
from the war not called a war,
with the battles that aren’t gloriously named,
not glorious if you have never seen the Chosin
Reservoir,
or the Notch, Battle Mountain or the Bowling Alley.
When they see me outside the VA,
I will tell them they are yours.
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Dual Combat: A Brief Story
RACHEL L. CROSS
December 2006
3 weeks before Christmas
Olivia scanned the crowd, searching for Elliot
amongst the dozens of similar looking men who had
just gotten off the plane. Of course, they all wore the
same uniform and had the same hair-cut. The only thing
that set them apart was their strides.
It had been four months since she’d last seen
him. That meant four months since she’d last felt his
skin on hers. Four months since she’d seen those
stunning turquoise eyes in person. Four months since
she’d last heard his raspy-yet-soothing voice. Four
months too long.
Her entire body hummed in anticipation. She
was only seconds away from seeing him again.
The anxiety she had while he was away; the fear
of him returning in an over-the-top fancy, flag-covered
coffin; and the loneliness she often felt, despite
constantly hanging out with her friends would all soon
be worth it.
At this point, that was all she could really hope
for.
***
As soon as Elliot stepped off the plane, he began
to scan the large crowd in front of him, trying to spot
Olivia. The second he spotted her, he realized that she
was still looking for him, but hadn’t spotted him yet. He
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smiled and decided to solve the problem. Cupping his
hands around his mouth, he hollered, “LIIIIIV!” at the
top of his lungs.
***
Olivia’s head snapped to attention and turned in
the direction from which she had heard the shout. She
immediately recognized the voice—it was Elliot. But
then again, who else would it be?
She saw him just as he began to run. “OH MY
GOD! ELLIOT! ELLLLLLL!” she yelled back, running
to meet him in the middle. Halfway to each other, they
each dropped their bags, leaving them on the floor of
the airport. Their arms extended, they threw themselves
onto each other and into a hug, tightly embracing each
other. Upon the first touch, Olivia couldn’t help it—she
began to sob, so fucking happy to finally have Elliot,
her Elliot back.
“I missed you so much!” she said in between
sobs.
***
“Shh, it’s ok. I’m here now. I’m home, with
you, where I belong,” Elliot said in a soft tone of voice,
running a hand through her hair, which was longer than
he remembered.
He broke the long embrace to get a good, full
look at Olivia. Her hair was now at her shoulders and
more blonde than brown. It was still wavy, though,
which gave him a slight sense of relief. Her skin
seemed to be glowing from the tan she had, and her
eyeliner-less brown eyes seemed tired but bright at the
same time. To top it all off, she smelled just as he
remembered: like a garden bouquet of fresh jasmine
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and waterlilies with a hint of sensual, dark sal-wood
and amber underneath it.
“I can’t believe that you’re really here,” Olivia
quietly said, running her hand with periwinkle colored
nails across his face.
Despite being hungry, tired, and just generally
worn out, Elliot felt his face crack a smile. “Believe it,
babe. I’m here, and I swear I’m not leaving anytime
soon.” With that, he put his hand on her jaw and pulled
her mouth to his for a long-awaited, passionate kiss.
They got so into it that Elliot inadvertently dipped her
close to the ground, his hands moved from her jaw to
her lower back.
He didn’t realize that they had a small audience
until he heard clapping, whistling, and cheering in their
direction. He pulled her back up, finished the extensive
kiss, and pumped his fist in the air, not bothering to
wipe his mouth from their spit exchange. Next to him,
Olivia reached down and held his hand, laughing at
their friends while face-palming with her free hand, her
face a tasteful shade of maroon.
“You guys!” was all she said, continuing to
laugh.
“You can keep going. Nobody said that you had
to stop just because we’re encouraging it,” Casey said,
broadly smiling and winking at the couple.
Elliot smirked and rolled his eyes at her. Good
God, how he’d missed Casey and the rest of their
friends while he’d been away. It was bittersweet: he’d
lost some people along the way, but the ones that were
left were ecstatic to see him.
***
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Olivia shyly leaned up on her tiptoes to quickly
kiss Elliot on his scruffy cheek. This led to more noise
from their mini-entourage, which Olivia thought was
heartfelt and hilarious, even if they were in the middle
of an airport and it could possibly be annoying to the
other families surrounding them.
Elliot let out his own laugh, swinging his free
arm over her shoulders. Olivia snuggled deeper into his
arm as he said, “Enough, enough. I think we’re all
anxious to go home.”
Their friends all nodded in agreement with this,
turning to walk towards their rides. Mike, Brian, Peter,
Casey, Amanda, and Nick were all riding in Amanda’s
navy-blue Chevy S.U.V., while Olivia would be taking
Elliot in her 1962 Jaguar. Elliot dropped his arm from
Olivia’s shoulders and brought their hands to his face to
elegantly kiss the top of hers. Olivia said nothing but
smiled, happy and content with life.
Though their initial reunion had been happy,
Olivia knew that Elliot had witnessed the brutal murder
of Adam Cooper, along with three other people he’d
been close with on the base, and he’d been there when
Mike had gotten severely hurt. She had the feeling that
something else had happened to him; something that he
wasn’t telling her yet, but she knew that he would
reveal it to her once he was ready.
“So, where to, cowboy?” she asked as they
reached her car. She momentarily dropped his hand to
unlock the trunk with her keys to put his duffel bag
there. Elliot was looking off into the distance as he
answered, seamlessly handing her his medium-sized
navy-blue bag.
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“Home. Take me home,” he softly said, still
staring at the red horizon. The sun was just beginning to
rise, and it gave the city a washed out, sci-fi glowing
effect. The sight was a little creepy and slightly off
base, but it was also beautiful, original, and unique.
Before moving here, to Dallas, Olivia had never seen
anything like it before.
“Sure. You got it,” Olivia replied, gently
shutting the trunk with a soft thunk sound. The noise
seemed to jolt Elliot out of whatever trance he’d just
been in. He shook his head twice, nodding, and slipped
on his Marines-issued aviator sunglasses before patting
the black roof of the convertible and climbing inside the
car.
Olivia put on her own sunglasses, a pair of black
wayfarers, and hopped in the driver’s seat. She started
the mint green car and fell in line behind a sky-blue
Mustang and in front of dark brown mini-van with a
thin white stripe on the side. Amanda’s S.U.V. was
only three cars ahead of her. The pair remained silent;
no music, no conversation, no laughter drifting in
between them. It was strange for them, but it also felt
comfortable and right, so Olivia let the silence permeate
between them in the shared space.
***
After about a mile or two away from the airport,
Elliot spoke, unable to stand it any longer. “Hey, can
you let the top down? It’s been so long since I’ve
driven anywhere with the wind in my face.”
“Yes, of course,” Olivia easily replied, scrolling
down the latch that held the convertible’s roof in place.
He helped her extend it all the way to the back so that
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she could focus on the typical slow-as-molasses airport
traffic.
“Hey, so I got a dumb question for you,” she
said as they made a right turn.
“Ok, go ahead,” Elliot encouraged, eager to not
be left alone with his thoughts for the time being.
“Well, I was just wondering…is it possible for a
person to belong to two places at once?”
He frowned and looked her, unable to read her
expression based on her profile. “What do you mean?”
She sighed and paused before answering, as if
collecting her thoughts. “I’ve lived in New York City
my whole life, and have only been to Atlantic City
exactly three times. Coming down here was the first
major trip I’ve taken, but of course, you know all of this
already. I guess what I want to know is if it’s possible
to feel like you’re from someplace you’re not, and
being ok with that, but also missing your old city like
crazy.”
He took no time to think about his answer,
completely understanding what she was saying. “Yeah,
I would have to say that that is very possible. I should
know, I’ve experienced it myself. Especially recently,
between Dallas, Iraq, Afghanistan, and my old home in
Queens, New York. A person can belong to any place
they want, even if they’ve never been there before. It’s
entirely possible. Why? Are you having second
thoughts about going back to New York in January?”
***
“Yes,” was all Olivia responded to his question,
not expanding on her answer until they hit a backed-up
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red light. She pushed her sunglasses to her head to look
directly in his face, or as much as she could, since he
was still wearing his aviators. She guessed that Elliot
could sense that the conversation was about to get
serious, because she didn’t have to wait long for him to
take his off too.
“Talk to me. Is this a real possibility you’re
considering?” he asked, knitting his eyebrows together
and scrunching up his nose, which only happened when
he was thinking hard about something.
She casually shrugged. She’d given the idea
plenty of thought, but now, here, discussing it with the
love of her life, she felt queasy with anticipation and
nerves. “I just want to be here for you. I know you have
plenty of people to talk to, but I would just feel guilty if
I left you. I would worry all the time, and have anxiety
anyway, so it just wouldn’t be beneficial for either of
us.”
“But what about your schooling? And New
York University? And your future career as a
detective?”
“I can go to school anywhere. College credits
transfer, you know.”
Elliot shrugged with one shoulder in her
direction, considering her point. “That’s true. But at the
same time…I just don’t want to be in your way. I hate
feeling like a burden to anyone.”
“Stop that,” Olivia replied, rolling her eyes
before looking back at the road to edge forward another
few inches. She reached over and smacked him in the
upper arm. “You’re not a burden, no matter what you
say. Please, just let me do this for you.”
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“Do what, exactly? Stay?” Elliot let out a brisk,
cold laugh that was harsh on her ears. Olivia swore that
she felt her heart drop to her knees. “So, let me get this
straight. You’re gonna stay here, in Dallas, to primarily
take care of me? And you’re perfectly fine with
sacrificing your fancy New York City style of living, all
of your East-coast friends, and…and…your mom?
You’re ready to leave that all behind like it’s nothing?”
Olivia felt outraged. “How dare you?! HOW.
FUCKING. DARE. YOU,” she spat in a loud tone,
despise the roof on the car being down. “I know that
technically, you can say that because this is America,
and of course, this is a free country, but honestly, Elliot,
what gives you that right?! As if you didn’t do that
exact same thing whenever you came down here. Look,
we both know what we went through in our lives before
we got to this point. I just don’t understand you right
now. And I hate that we’re fighting right now over this
issue. This is just so dumb.”
“Look, I’m sorry. I’m sorry, ok? What I just
said…it’s not what I meant. I guess I’m just extremely
defensive because I just got back and everything,” he
explained, quickly following up with, “Not that I’m
trying to use my service as an excuse. I would never do
that. Olivia, I hurt your feelings, and I am so extremely
sorry.”
She sighed and adjusted her sunglasses on the
top of her head before immediately answering. “It’s ok.
I understand where you’re coming from. Because you
know me well enough by now, you obviously know that
I always do what I want, no matter what anyone else
says. Clearly, that is what I am planning on doing here,
too. It’s not going to be easy, and it’s going to take
work every day. But it’s worth it because you’re worth
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it. We have to be in this together, for better or for
worse. Are you ready for that? Because I’m not fuckin’
around here, Ell. This is real.”
“I’m ready. But, you know, this might not even
be the last time they deploy me. I’m still an active duty
service man, so they can call me back whenever they
want. I’m just being one hundred percent honest with
you right now.” Elliot finished speaking, and looked
over at her with a tight, unreadable expression.
“And I appreciate that sentiment. Of course, you
know that I already know that, but for my own selfish
reasons, I hope that they don’t call you up again. Now
that you’re back, I want you all to myself.”
***
Elliot broadly smiled, unable to hide his true
feelings. It felt so good to be wanted, no needed, again
in life. While in the Marines, it had been harder than he
had expected, because though he was needed for
missions, teams, and making sure his assigned partner
was covered at all times, he hadn’t been needed in other
areas of his deployment. He had been sent there to
work; to keep America safe. True to his word, he had
worked his ass off, and then some, just trying to do the
right thing while making individual choices for himself.
As he reflected back in his time spent in both
Iraq and Afghanistan, he thought about how it was just
really nice to come back home and be needed just to
relax with.
He realized, then, that he could finally let his
guard down. At least a little bit. Especially in the
presence of Olivia.
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Going into this, he knew that he was never
going to be able to give her up. Though they had just
been arguing about it, it was a miracle that she was
willing to stay with him. He may have had to battle his
inner demons by himself years ago, but now, as long as
he had her in his life, he wouldn’t have to fight his
battles alone anymore.
It was comfortably silent between them again,
and that lead Elliot’s mind back to the dark place he
was trying to forget. He had seen and experienced
things no human being should ever see or experience.
He was damaged, and in more ways than one. And even
though he was so happy that Liv was willing to help
him work through it, he wondered if she would still
want to be with him if she knew the whole truth about
what had happened over there.
It had been a completely random chance that her
half-brother had been assigned to his squadron. Of
course, when they first met, he didn’t know that they
were related. They didn’t even have the same last name,
and neither had any prior knowledge of the other.
Elliot had discovered the truth as he was
casually chatting with Simon one night before bed.
That had been his name: Simon GosmanReynolds. He had been slightly younger than him and
Olivia. After discovering the truth, Elliot swore that
they had the same smile.
They had been talking about their loved ones
back in the States when Elliot had mentioned Olivia,
only after telling the kid that he had no siblings or
parents waiting for him.
Meanwhile, Simon had revealed how he had
come across some old belongings of his father’s. There
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were pictures, letters, and government documents that
didn’t make sense, so he had begun investigating why
there were there and who they could have possibly
belonged to.
Elliot remembered Simon saying that he’d
discovered that he had a secret older half-sister whom
his father had kept a secret. That sister, of course, was
Olivia.
More than anything, Elliot wished that Simon
had lived long enough for Olivia to at least know about
his existence. Simon hadn’t told anyone else what he
had learned, and neither had Elliot, which honestly left
him in an uncomfortable position. He had made a
promise to a dying man, and he took deathbed promises
very seriously.
It was now up to him and him alone to decide
when, where, and how to tell Olivia about her younger,
unknown half-bother, who, oh yeah, happened to die
right in front of Elliot’s face.
He didn’t like lying and hiding stuff from her,
but then again, was it really considered lying and hiding
if she didn’t have any previous knowledge of the
subject? The question gripped Elliot tight as they
continued down the road.
He had time, though. Time to decide what to do
next. For once, time was on his side.
He reached over and grabbed her right hand; the
one that wasn’t on the steering wheel. Right now, she
was here, with him, in the flesh. This wasn’t some sort
of mirage or a dream.
It was the reality of his life. A reality he was
now forced to live.
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A Conversation Between Two People-Sized
Ants
ERIKA EISENMANN
“Did you ever feel abused by mom?”
I start
and shrug. I keep walking
on the cracked asphalt road, full of holes in the filtered
tree-light.
I am tumbling for words
like a chain-smoker for their wilted cigarettes.
“Yes.”
“I think she just had so much going on.
trying.”

She was

I taste ash.
“Yeah. Trying.”
I take a shaky inhale as we keep walking.
I could spend my entire August trying to think of
something
that describes my mother
and find only cellophane wrappers.
No box.
No words that hold her zeitgeist.
There are a lot of deer
in the Farmington Hills addition where my sister lives.
None of them stand where you need them to.
My sister must be doing the same as me.
She doesn’t say anything else either.
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Chrysalis
RACHEL GRIFFIN

Gently, in the dark, quietly I said my prayers.
Now I lay me down to sleep. I ask Him to dismiss my
fears.
But down to sleep I do not go, oh no.
Instead I'm in my head.
I wonder if anyone is there. If anyone else cares.
The mask has been removed and
The real me has been proved
Time and time again to be lacking, slacking,
Less than, below average.
Savage is the world out there
If you dare to bare your soul.
Peace in sleep cannot be found.
The room spins round.
To reflect on, to remember
Each January to December
What good does it do?
A long way down, the dark descent.
It's not what I meant.
I am myself when I was eight years old
Before disease took hold.
As I am myself on my deathbed.
We're every version of ourselves at once
Tucked inside a chrysalis
Repetitive like Sisyphus.
Is there a way to break the chain?
If there were it'd be a pain to deal with
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So why bother? Things are fine.
Just misaligned. Don't whine.
Again I lay me down to sleep.
Alone in bed I cannot keep
The fear from taking hold
And spreading like a sickening mold.
Under covers, staying brave.
Still and quiet as the grave.
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Girl in Garden 5
HAYLEY MOORE
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Pieces in the Trees
CURTIS NASH

A fractured piece of the old me
still walks the hall of this riverside
college campus. My shoes scritch
on the floors. I creep in silence
on my toes, slowly, along the wall.
The noise fades only when I slide
beneath the cracks in the bricks
and seep into the porous stone.
Most of my pieces tumbled away
from the fluorescents’ glare. Some remain, energized
by the pull, quiet and hard, of the Saint Joseph River.
The river hugs these buildings without regard
of the uniform worn by those staring at the rips
from the banks. There are pieces
of me in the trees. I wave
at the ones watching from the halls,
catching their eye with my fingernails.
My blood washes the acorns beneath
my feet where it spills. See the dogs
sniff the air to follow the scent
twined into the roots like a witch’s ladder
and whine in the wind. They see me
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in the bark and leaves and complain
with a sharp, confused retort.
The lectured histories bombard
those walls and halls with the lessons,
dead and gone, that we must
remember to learn. These constructed walls
and barriers, thick with past human spirits
and energies, ignore the dogs, not seeing
that I will not leave this riverbank until
the university stones fall, crumble
and roll away with the current.
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The Boy Who Cried Zeus
MEGAN HINES

This will start, and end, as any story Grandma
Juliet’s ghost might tell you and your brothers and
sisters and cousins and the one aunt in the room who
believes all that superstition is wings-slapped-on-a-pig
nonsense. So don’t be disappointed if you find it not to
tickle your innards. I just tell what I hear, nothing more.
You may call me, Storyteller, and I will call you
my feather-tickled hyenas.
Are hyenas even ticklish?
I think he’s just making things up as he goes.
I’ll pretend I didn’t hear that! Hruumph. Now,
the Teller of stories will tell you a story!
…
Once upon a time, a moon-faced boy sauntered
under a sunny-side-up with a, yes, I suppose it could be
referred to as a lion cat’s leer—perverted, maybe, but
more so the smug grin of a sophisticated predator; even
more so the look to convey his satisfaction over a
juggler’s two left feet or a fat man squeezed into a
pickle barrel. Fortunate among the misfortunate.
Cheerful over the glum.
Now, I know what you must be thinking. You
think you know what kind of story I’m going to be
telling. But don’t tune me out! I haven’t finished my
tale and I may still surprise you.
To answer your assumption, the boy did steal
from the rich—their jewels, mules, silvers and golds,
and any food he could get his hairless hands on. He
didn’t give any of his winnings to anyone but himself,
and to the gods of course. Zeus, Aphrodite, Artemis,
Dionysus, Demeter, the list goes on. Of course he
believed in the wrath and order of the gods just as any
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reasonable man would. So he burnt the finest, sweetest,
and juiciest of his offerings to the gods before he
allowed himself his own share.
Every day, when the boy visited the blind fruitstand lady—the name everyone knew her by, for she
had no family left to correct otherwise and she herself
never complained—he’d do tricks for her like making
her guess the fruit by smell or which fruits he placed in
her bosom. She’d burble out a chuckle from deep in the
chasm of her throat and he’d take a few of her fruits,
almost walking away unnoticed, until she’d point out
good-naturedly that he’d taken three of her peaches and
pomegranates, unpaid. They’d both laugh after he
returned the spoken fruits back in their boxes, and by
the time he departed, he still had a bundle of apples and
apricots in the sash of his toga, unpaid.
Every day, the boy entertained and gambled
with magic tricks and fortune dice (quite fond of the
tale of Hermes’s birth). Foolish men, they were, to feed
into the boy’s hands and mind games without even
feeling the sticky, prickly, tickly sensation caressing the
back of their necks as they rolled the heavy-weighted
dice in the clumsy meat sacks they used for fists—and
all the while, the boy grinned like a silly boy playing a
silly game with silly old folk.
One day, the boy came across an old medicine
lady clinging with wrinkled bird-feet hands onto a tree
root surfaced from the ground as the river tried to
swallow her down its gullet and down its ravenous
waterfall. There was nothing special about the way the
old medicine lady looked, but the boy was no fool. He
could tell she was a medicine lady by her large pouch
strapped to her like a sash, and besides, what old lady
but a medicine lady would come to the river all by her
lonesome? Preposterous, I tell you!
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With that thought, he continued heading in her
direction without haste to get a closer look at her. Her
pouch looked quite flat against her abdomen. Empty,
just for show.
This was just like the rumors from other
kingdoms! This fake medicine lady must be a disguise
for a god! And the rumors did follow a trend of gods
preferring to disguise themselves as old people.
Now motivated to save the god… er, old lady
(not allowed to ruin the god’s big moment of reveal!),
the boy began to run toward her with a new kind of
energy. “Don’t worry, poor old lady who’s definitely
not a god! I’ll save you…” Before he could reach her
filthy gnarled hands, a swarm of Stymphalian birds
metal-claw-screeched in his ears. When he looked up,
they were already above the trees with their beady
obsidian eyes trained directly at him.
No, of course the gods wouldn’t make it that
easy.
He glanced at his surroundings, searching for
anything that might be useful, but it’s not like there was
a Survive-Stymphalian-Birds-While-Saving-Old-LadyDisguised-God kit lying around near a river and a
bunch of trees. He’d have to think like a demigod.
The boy remembered the stolen apples and
apricots, and before he could tell himself it was a silly
idea, he pulled over his sash from above his head and
knotted the sash in such a way until it worked well
enough as a temporary sack. He called it: the SashySack. Then he placed the fruits inside and used a magic
trick to make his fruit smell like a man’s flesh.
By this time, the man-eating birds’ wings were
already spitting sharp metallic feathers like rockets.
Some even provided some poisonous poop as a treat,
and all that rained down toward the boy.
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The boy waved his Sashy-Sack, causing the
birds to be distracted by the Fleshy Fresh aroma and
turn their bronze beaks toward the meat-smelling sack.
Finally all the birds, and all their deadly belongings,
were sucked into the magical sack. After quickly tying
a knot to close the sack, he flung it in the river and the
waterfall swallowed it whole.
“HELLO! Remember me?” The old lady
grumped with a nasty snort of snot as she still dangled
from her tree root and the river tried to pull her down.
Ignoring her rude impatience, he ran over and
pulled her up by her bone-thin arms. Once she was out
of danger, she brushed off her toga and gave the boy
mean stare.
“I suppose this still calls for a reward, despite
the fact my behind is now a shriveled prune.” She
decided gruffly as she dug her long fingernails inside
her empty medicine pouch.
“A magical reward?” He asked.
She gave him a long, contemplating look. “Do
you know what I am, boy?”
“A medicine lady?”
“Pft. Kids these days. No respect.” She rose to
her full height of four feet. “I’m a god. The god no
other than Hermes. The god of messengers, travelers,
athletes, thieves, trickery…”
The boy interrupted on impulse. “And
cheeseburgers?”
“What? No!” Hermes sighed as if he’d felt a
familiar, undesired déjà vu moment. “Anyways, where
was I? Oh yes, and fortune dice. Despite that you’re an
ungrateful little brat, I like your style, kid. You’re
definitely a follower of Me.”
“I’m not that much of a cheeseburger fan…”
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“Bah! Forget the cheeseburgers!” He tossed him
something from his medicine pouch. “Here, my gift to
you for saving me. Cloak of Masked Trickery.”
The boy frowned slightly. “Couldn’t you have
come up with a better name?” He muttered as he
inspected the piece of fabric. “How does it work?”
The god waved his hand carelessly. “Figure it
out.” And as he shimmered away in his godly form, the
boy (who luckily had his eyes closed to prevent from
disintegrating) put on the magical cloak.
When he looked into his reflection, he saw
himself as an old blind man. A prophet.
This new look gave him an idea. Gods…
disguise… hmmm…
Once the cloaked boy returned to town, he
gathered the people who were outside shopping at fruit
stands and Togas’ Closet with his old-man cry. “Zeus!
It’s Zeus! The god of the sky! He’s here!”
The villagers glanced at each other with wary
looks. They knew they hadn’t been getting enough rain
this harvest. Maybe they’d angered the king of the
gods?
“What does the Great Zeus want?” One man
asked.
The boy replied swiftly, with no need to ponder.
“He wants your finest, most valuable riches! To see if
you truly believe in his presence! Then he’ll save our
home from the dry rainless weather.”
Just like that, the people returned to their houses
before coming back to the prophet with their finest,
most valuable possessions.
“Where’s Lord Zeus?” One asked and they all
looked around for a godly sign of sorts.
“I’ll be your messenger for the gods, my good
people. For I am blind and have no need for such fine
possessions. You can trust me to bring them to Zeus
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myself and bring rain and plump crops to our land.” He
lied as smoothly as a slip-dip, skipping-stone.
The villagers nodded to each other and agreed it
made sense to give their valuables to the blind man as
their messenger. They gave it all to their new prophet
and went on home with hope for the future of their land.
The next day, the boy performed the same trick
except he asked for the sweetest and juiciest foods for
their dinner. The people decided that this definitely
sounded like a god, for the gods very much appreciated
the smell of deliciously burnt food. So they willingly
gave their sweetest fruits and juiciest steaks to their
new prophet. What they didn’t know was that the boy
ate like a plump king after burning some of the food
offerings to the gods.
The boy continued his prophet game until one
day the blind fruit-stand lady recognized his strong
peachy-pomegranate-scented hands.
“He’s no prophet. He’s my darling little fruit
thief.”
The villagers had to process this new
information. The accused boy looked like an old blind
man… how could that be?
Then one woman spoke out above the chittering.
“A thief! We’ve been tricked! He must be in disguise
with his magic tricks! He stole our finest, sweetest, and
juiciest possessions we had! That little thief!” She cried
out in anger, for she had given away her mother’s gold
and silver music box.
The rest of the people now felt everything click
into place. They knew the boy did magic tricks and
mind games with the foolish men. That little thief!
“But what about Zeus?” A young man asked
with a scratch to his head.
His wife slapped him across the head. “Fool! He
tricked us! Zeus hasn’t been here!”
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With that last accusation, the people glared at
the boy and chased him out of their village with torches
and brooms.
The boy was not discouraged by his trick
revealed and a mob chasing him. He simply hid in the
mountain nearby and changed his disguise to a young
man with one sandal.
Six months later the villagers had forgotten
about the fake prophet and his claims about Zeus’s
presence at their village. But they grew anxious because
their king suddenly died from an unknown illness with
no heir to the throne. As usual when unsure what to do
in such a situation, they asked the Oracle of Delphi.
The Oracle answered with a prophecy:
True to his final word, he’ll be denied.
A past unfortunate incident will strike you blind.
Chaos and destruction by the hand of betrayed.
The one you shall call king will come to your
aid.
The villagers regained hope, ignoring
everything except the last line of the prophecy. There
will be a new king! They didn’t have to worry anymore.
It wasn’t until a few days later that the prophecy
revealed itself to come true.
Zeus looked down upon the village from his
throne in Olympus, finding a beautiful woman he just
then desired. In order to fulfill his lustful desire, he
went over to his Godly Disguises Closet and picked up
an old blind man disguise from its hanger. Perfect.
He found the woman gathering water into a
bucket from the river and called out to her with a voice
in pain. “Beautiful young lady, would you please carry
me to your bed for rest? I’m afraid these old aches and
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pains have taken any strength I had left to move. Would
you please do me the honor of caring for me for just a
while?”
She looked up from her task at the river to study
the old man. Her mother reminded her many times of
the story of the fake prophet, a boy disguised as a blind
old man. This man looked quite similar. He might eat
all her best food and take her finest riches without her
notice! So instead of immediately submitting to his
needs, she asked, “And who are you, dear sir? What
else might you want from me? My food, my clothes,
my jewelry?”
He scowled, offended by her sudden accusation.
How dare she accuse him of such vile treachery! He
was a god, no less! “My dear lady, I only want what I
ask of you, and if you must ask so directly, I want to
spend a night with you. For I am Zeus, god of the sky,
and I’m certainly no devious thief!”
She remembered the rest of her mother’s story,
how the boy disguised as a blind prophet would claim
of Zeus’s presence at the village in order to steal their
offerings to the god. “You’re no god of mine, you little
thief! Tricking me into believing you’re Zeus now, isn’t
that right? I will not be so foolish as to fall into your
trap until I’ve no clothes on my back! Go on, scram!”
Now the king of the gods was quite furious.
First being accused as a thief and now a liar! “If you
don’t believe me, I will show you.” He then showed her
his hands as they sparked mini lightning bolts across his
dirty fingernails.
The young woman hesitated. Surely this was a
trick. A magic trick the boy was pulling. How
persistent! “You can’t trick me with your silly magic.
I’m no fool.”
The sky blackened, matching the anger on the
god’s face. “You imprudent witch! I am Zeus and I’ll
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prove it to you!” Then he grew into his godly form,
causing her to disintegrate at the sight.
His rage spread to the village, causing disastrous
winds, metal-heavy rain, and lightning bolts jumping
violently against the roofs of their houses, burning and
ripping apart everything within reach. All this weather
destruction took the form of a massive wolf trampling
over the village.
At the sound of the screams, the boy disguised
as a young man with one sandal walked into the village
without fear, having expected this since he too had been
there among the people when they spoke with the
Oracle. And with his magic tricks, he sucked the wolf
storm into his giant glass orb, which he’d stolen from a
fortune teller at one point in his thieving games.
When the chaos was gone, everyone looked to
their savior and cried with joy and relief running down
their cheeks. They’d been saved!
“Look at his feet! He wears only one sandal. He
must be our new king! A child of a god, even!” One
man cried, and the other villagers nodded in realization.
Of course! Demigods tend to stand out with a
distinctive object. Like only one sandal.
Without any hesitation, they made the boy
disguised as a young man king, unknown to them that
he was really only fourteen years old, and celebrated
with an extravagant festival in the boy’s name. The day
the young man with one sandal saved the village and
became their savior and king with a magic trick.
The boy thanked Hermes again for his magical
item that led him to his royalty, and burned offerings
for Zeus too, hoping to appease the god’s anger at the
village.
By the time the boy grew up to be a young man,
he didn’t need his Cloak of Masked Trickery to rule.
Except of course to disguise himself as another young
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boy to play magic tricks and tell dice fortunes.
Everyone had forgotten about the fake prophet incident,
the boy who cried Zeus.
The End.
So? What do you think? Did I surprise you?
Huh? Huh?
…
What? Didn’t like it? Pft! Critics!
What’s the moral?
What? What moral?
You know, the moral of the story. What’s the
lesson?
…
Well, that’s it for tonight, kids! Storyteller
waited until they went off to bed before returning to his
own humble sleeping quarters to re-admire the cloak
that hung among his wardrobe.
Never gets old.
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Mama takes spoon to our hides more this week
than last. First it is canary we steal from old ved’ma,
that witch in room underneath us, the nasty one with the
lots of birds stuck up in her attic. The brothers and I, we
sneak in, “real true thieves, just like your papa!” as
Mama says, and grab one of those birds and throw it in
our bedroom closet for safekeeping. Well, the other
tenants, the ones who don’t know our mama, hear the
screeching, the yelping, and come to complain to her
face. That is our whacking for Monday. At least old
nasty woman doesn’t call us dirty krest’yane, poor
bastards, anymore.
Tonight, we pray for life to get easier.
***
After that it is the killing of the canary, which
Mama says we never do unless we are to eat it, which
we do, in private, though we aren’t able to really prove.
We snatch it from closet and pluck it little by little and
roast it over the gas stove flames when Mama is gone at
the tailor’s so she can skip cooking meal for us today.
She get home and finds bones in garbage can and
screams and beats us until the little babushka down the
stairs threaten her with calling police. Then she stops
screaming and only hits. This is Tuesday.
Tonight, we pray for life to get easier.
***
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Wednesday is Rozhdestvo, Christmas, and she
show us love with new shoes cobbler made for all. I
think cobbler has hots for Mama, but Arkady disagrees
and others are too young to care. After the celebrations
around our little grey Christmas tree, she lets us out to
play with other children in the yard, a little area with
some green grass in summer and cluster of trees as
barrier or fence. Some of them, more Russian boys,
lead us all past the fence to a neighborhood of black
children and we steal a tree from the porch of a house
and me and my brothers run it all the way back to a
secret location I cannot tell you about near the building.
By the time we get back, it is dark. Mama says we stay
out too late, and beats us, only not as much or as hard,
because of Christmas.
Tonight, we pray for life to get easier.
***
Thursday I go out only with closest brother
Arkady in middle of night to secret location with
Christmas tree. We use extension cord stolen from
babushka downstairs and wring it all the way to the tree
and plug it in. The lights that shine in the close walls of
the room, they are so beautiful! So full of color and
enchantment! “The lovelies have visited us!” Mama
would have said, only she wouldn’t because of
sneaking out very late. Brother Arkady and I, we watch
the tree until the dawn almost peeks through beyond the
yard fence. We turn tree off and sneak inside, but she is
waiting. We have to wake all the younger brothers and
watch them take hard beating first, so hard their
bottoms bleed through their shorts, before we get rest of
Mama’s wrath. “Go back to bed,” she says. “No meals
for whole day! Not for any of you! Alexei, Vladislav,
malysh Timur, ‘tank eldest brat’ya for beatings today.”
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Tonight, we pray for life to get easier.
***
Friday is back to work for Mama, so us brothers
are left alone to own devices all day long. We decide to
first clean kitchen like she ask us, but then we get
bored, so off to the yard we go until something in my
belly, something dark, seeps through to my mind and
pushes me to leave the brat’ya and go off to the secret
location where Christmas tree is waiting. When I see it,
my stomach plummet. The lights are on, and brighter
than before, so that they shine along the walls of the
secret location like the fireflies in summer flash across
the grass. I hear voice.
“Ivan…”
Something there calls my name, a deep
something, like voice from far space.
“Ivan…”
It draws syllables like lynching of them, so
tight. “Da?” I say back. And I wait, wait for so long,
but nothing comes, not until Arkady find me and ask
what am I doing and I tell him to go back outside and
wait for me with rest of brothers. He says okay and then
leaves me to the tree.
“Are we alone?” it asks me, with grumbling
voice too strained and muffled to be from here in the
room.
“Da.”
“Good. You will listen to me, yes? Hear my
voice?”
“Da.”
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“Of course you will. You will listen and obey.
Tonight, after your family is asleep, knock on the old
woman’s door below you. She will ask of your family
name. You will not answer. She will ask you in for
soup. You will agree. When you finish your soup, you
will take a knife from a drawer and put it through the
old woman’s neck. Then, you will leave, go to sleep,
and come back here in the morning.”
“Why must I kill her, Tree?” I ask.
“Because the old woman is not really an old
woman.”
The lights, then, go off in a flash. I am left in
dark, both inside the room and outside in the yard, so I
rush to home. Mama arrives just shortly after I do, and
after she make creamy potato soup, she has us all lick
bowls clean as whistle. We do not do good job. She
takes wooden spoon and knocks us on the heads, very
hard, until we are dizzy. We are sent to bed without
desert.
Near to three o’clock I get up and go to
babushka’s door. I knock several times before she open
and say hello. Just like the tree said, she ask me of what
blood do I come from. I say I do not know and she
makes sad face through her burlap skin. After she
invites me in, she cooks me pot of dark brown soup
with bits of meat in it and I scarf it up quickly.
“Why do you come here?” she ask in voice of
broken tones, like she’s smoked too many cigarettes.
“I— I was looking for warm place to sleep,” I
say.
She smiles. “You may stay here for the night,
then, rebenok.”
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After this she just sits and watches me with
dark, cold eyes like foggy winter night through the
saggy skin. “I must wash,” I say, standing and going to
the sink. As I run water, I look through drawers and
find knife in one, a shining blade with black wooden
handle. The babushka sits unaware as I turn water off
and shove the instrument all the way into her neck.
There is only the tiny drop of blood as she falls limp to
the floor, groaning and shaking for too long. Her hands
jet up to her face and claw at folds of skin, tearing them
apart like paper. “He sees and hears all, he sees and
hears all,” she growls, her clothes slipping off with her
shell. Out of this scene emerges pale figure, tall and
skinny, with fingers of sharp claws and feet with little
wings at ankles. Its face has little black beady eyes like
mouse. The last of the babushka skin falls from the
figure’s shoulders and thumps to floor.
“Thank you, child,” it says in clear English.
“I’ve been trapped for far too long. Tell me, what made
you do this? By the look on your tiny, soft face, I am a
surprise.”
With mouth agape, I try to form words. “The
Christmas tree, it told me to, it told me…”
“The Christmas Tree? I don’t know anyone by
that name.”
“It had deep voice, mister, and dark, like
underwater
groaning.”
The figure closes its eyes and breathes through
nose slits for a moment. “Yes, I know of whom you
speak now. He is my secretary. You’re going to see him
again, yes?”
“Da.”
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“Good. So will I. You have important times
ahead of you, boy.” The figure then extends a claw
hand and pats me on head gently before disappearing in
flash of white. I go back to apartment and sneak into
bed without waking family. No point. Sleep comes to
me only little at a time, and in hot, sweating,
nightmares where figure calls my name louder and
louder until, finally, I cannot hear anymore.
Tonight, I pray for life to get easier.
***
Saturday morning after chores I go down to
fetch yams for Mama, but instead I visit Christmas tree
like I was told. Again, the lights are on and the voice is
deep.
“I know you’ve met him. The master. A holy
one among us.”
“He said you are secretary to him. Is this true?”
“Yes, though that information and any you may
obtain during this relationship is irrelevant and will
only serve to distract your young, stupid mind. Are you
prepared for your next task?”
“Da.”
“Tonight, you will tell your mother that you are
not feeling well. She will fix you a simple tea that tastes
of sweat and grass, but you will drink it all. You will lie
in bed well into the night until you are certain that
everybody is asleep. Then, very quietly, you will take
any valuables your family may have to the alley across
the street from your building and sell them. You will
come back here, once more, tomorrow morning.”
“Why must I lie to her and tell her I am feeling
ill?”
“To account for your sleepiness the next day.”
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The tree lights fade and lets blackness back into
secret location. I go to store for yams and come back to
Mama waiting for me with brothers in hand. She say
because of lateness everyone get beating, so it is to the
spoon our behinds go.
Later that evening, I fib as the tree ordered and
Mama makes me the foul tasting drink and waits until I
sip every last drop.
The waiting in bed takes very long time, until
sometime after 4 o’clock in morning. With light feet I
creep and grab Mama’s best beating spoon, a silver
cross on wall, several books, and set of plates I
remember carrying over to United States from
homeland as little boy. I go to alleyway in shadows,
hiding from policeman on beat in neighborhood. One
man sits with grocery cart of goodies behind him, stoic,
and asks me, “Whatcha got there, foreign boy?” He
grabs everything from my hands and sorts through it,
flipping through pages in books and inspecting cross
like some kind of detective. He nods and hands me a
stack full of American dollars and shoos me away as he
hides the items in cart.
I am home by 6 o’clock in morning and am very
sleepy. Before I dream, I pray that life gets easier, over
and over and over, until my head bobs down to the
sheets in fading light.
***
Mama is in tizzy when she wakes and finds the
items gone from the home. “Should have got lock,” she
wails as she paces back and forth. In time, though, she
settles enough to get brothers and I dressed well for
church.
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I think about the Lord all the time, but now, in
desperate mental state, all that crosses mind is pale
figure and Christmas tree secretary. After church, we go
home, and brothers and I are allowed to play in yard
once more. I go, as is ritual now, to secret location. The
Christmas lights are nearly blinding.
“How much money did the man give you?” it
asks.
“Fifty dollars,” I say.
“You and your brothers will be fine, then. You
final task awaits. Are you prepared?”
“Da.”
“Go home tonight and bake a cake.”
“What size?”
“You needn’t worry about such things.”
“Why must I bake?”
“To celebrate,” it says. And the lights go out,
and they slip off the tree, and they leave me in dark. I
look behind to make sure nobody sees and I weep, just
for a minute, until I go out to play with brothers and
friends until sun disappears behind ugly little trees in
yard.
When we are home, Mama is nowhere to be
found. We try looking all places, even asking neighbors
if they have seen her, but, as time goes on, she does not
arrive. My brothers look to me and I tell them, with
quick thinking, that she will come and she will like to
have something good to come home to. I instruct them
to help bake cake; it turns out not large or small, and
icing is minimal, but I say it is good and send them all
to bed.
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I sit up and wait for long time until I get thirsty
and go to pantry for food besides cake. As I approach
door, a smell comes through, that of dirt and dark
sewage. I open it and turn on dim light. My appetite
disappears. Mama is here. She is covered in brown, like
having been dragged. Her face is tight in pain, hands
clenched, body limp and soiled even underneath
flowery dress. Mushy lumps seep from her belly under
clothes, splotching plaid with dark red and brown stain;
a thing coming from the spot, trailing from it on the
floor, looks like big, undercooked sausage. The foul
smell overpowers me and I vomit onto own shoes.
Shooting straight for door, I run as fast as legs
can go to secret location, but Christmas tree is gone.
Room is empty. A storming night sky catches my head
with rain and pours it all over neighborhood. I am left,
in gritty hands of thunder and lightning, with no sign of
answers. No sign of hope. Nothing.
I go back to kitchen to catch breath and sit, but
this only gives me more bad feeling. There are lit
candles in cake. A card is placed on table. It is
addressed to me.
Ivan,
Hope is a foolish thing; a card played by
those desperate and lazy souls surrounding the lowly
hovels above and below you, left and right. Those who
hope rarely do something. This is why I am proud of
you and your brothers. You did not merely hope. You
did something. You took action against abuse.
Preceding the past few days’ events, I nearly gave up
on your kind. Now, because of you children, I’m excited
for humanity’s future needs.
Life will get easier for you and your
brothers.
-An old woman
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